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W H O LE NUM BER, 1720.

A FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE MIDDLE SECTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.
coat “Now’s my hour,” thought Hare.
Not one word from Tree. They shook
hands on the threshold, and Hare start
SHAVING PARLOR,
ed down the steps in happy relief.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
COLLEGEVILLE, Pa. *:» Telephone in office.
Tree followed him to his carriage.
Office Hours until 9 a. m.
Eg” S econ d D o o r A b ove R a ilr o a d . Hare heard him in dread. Still the
topic was avoided. Tree, with cordial
Finest grades of CIGARS and TOBACCO courtesy, opened the door. Hare slip
V. W E B E R , M.
always on band.
ped into the cushions of the carriage,
joyfully heard the door slam and drew
T J E N R Y BO W ER,
Practising Physician,
a deep sigh.
But before the horses started Tree’s
EVANSBURG, Pa. Office Hours: Until 9
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m. Keystone ’Phone No. 17.
bead was In at the window, and he
Veterinary Surgeon,
said, with blighting suavity:
COLLEGEVILLE, P A .
“At least, John, you’ll admit it’s a
A. KRUSEN, M. D.
Bell ’Phone 23 x.
good play.”

s . Practising Physician,
B . H O R N IN G , M. D .,

E.

4 0 9 Cherry Street,

Hours

NORRISTOWN, PA.
8 to 9
T klkphohks, Bell soi-x
2 to 8
Keystone 169
7 to 8
Sundays, 1 to 2 only.

J J A R V E Y L . SHOMO,

Attorney-at-Law,

F . W . SCHEUREN'S

J^ O N A L D A. ROYER,

Civil Engineer. :

: Surveyor.

Room 8, Shoemaker Building, Swede and Airy
Streets,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Bell ’Phone.
ENGINEERING.
DRAFTING.
SURVEYING.
DESIGNING.

821 SWEDE STREET. NORRISTOWN, PA.
RESIDENCE—ROYERSFOR».
Both ’Phonps.

H

0 H A R L E 8 N. BARNDT,

ARCHITECT,

E R B E R T U. MOORE,

Attorney-at-Law,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Plans and specifications carefully prepared.
Patronage solicited.
2-7.

LEBERTSON TRUST CO. BUH^DINO,
806 Swede St.. Norristown, Pa
Bell and Keystone’Phones.
6-16.

J O H N J . RADCL1FF,

jy jA Y N E R . EONGSTRETH,

FIFTH AVENUE, COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Attorney-at- Law,
And Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Croxer Building, 1420 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 6928.
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.

Painter and Paper Hanger
A full line of wall paper and paint for sale.
Your patronage solicited.

A SUSPICIOUS PEOPLE.

Universal Distrust of Strangers In the
Russian Empire.
“The usefulness of the czar’s chief
Attorney-at-Law,
of police depends on his amount of
1009 COMMONWEALTH BUILDING, 12th ■uspicion and his alertness In putting
It Into active use,” says Thomas Ste
and CHESTNUT STREETS,
vens in a book entitled "Through Russia
Philadelphia.
on a Mustang.” “It Is suspicion every
Telephones.
where.
0
I.. EVANS,
“For several weeks,” says the au
thor, “I was thrown In dally Intimate
Attorney-at- Law,
contact with Sascha, my traveling
828 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PAcompanion, He was a transparent,
A t residence, Limerick, every evening.
warm hearted young fellow, but from
Bell ’Phone 92. Keystone ’Phone, 27.
first to last he never ceased to regard
me with suspicion.
IJIHOMAN HALLMAN,
“At one village he lost his passport
Ten hours later after I had bribed an
Attorney-at- Law,
official to let him proceed he confessed
828 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA. In a burst of confidence that he had
Will be at his branch office In Odd Fellows’
Building, Collegkville, P a., every evening believed I had destroyed the passport
ftom 7 to 10; Saturday afternoons from 1 to 6.
in order to get rid of him. All day he
1-26.
had nursed his suspicion, unsuspected
by me, until I had unwittingly cleared
S. G. FIN K E IN E R ,
myself by my bribe to the police.
“Among the peasants suspicion takes
Real Estate and Insurance, curious forms. In a general way I was
always under the ban of distrust. By
LOANS and INVESTMENTS, NOTARY
the men I was regarded as a secret
agent of the government by the wom
PUBLIO. ROYERSFORD, PA.
en as a wizard. Tbe host of an inn
always watched me closely to see that
0 R . FRANK BRANDRETH ,
I did not clear out and leave him un
paid. He would even give sly peeps
(Suooessor to Dr. Ohas, Ryckman,)
Into my room a t night
“I was always being suspected of
DENTIST,
trying to pass counterfeit, money.
ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at
“ ‘W hat makes them so long with the
honest prices.
change? I asked Sascha once.
“ ‘They are afraid the money bad.’
0 R . 8 . D . CO RNISH ,
“ ‘Well, the change Is only 30 ko
pecks.
We will not wait any longer.’
DENTIST,
“ ‘That would never do. Then they
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA.
will be sure it Is bad.’
First-class Workmanship Guaranteed ; Gas
“The length of time I was kept wait
administered.
Prices Reasonable.
Keystone ’Phone No. 81 Bell ’Phone, 27Y.
ing for change for a receipt depended
on the denomination of the bill. For a
h e k r y p t o k « i n v i s i b l e » two ruble note the host would be satis
fied with the verdict of two or three
BIFOCAL LENS.
other capable financiers. A five ruble
Nothing has stirred the optleal world like the
advent of Kryptok “Invisible” Bifocals. They note meant extraordinary precautions
are made without cement. They are perfect. and consultations with half the experts
of the* village.”
There are no other bifocal lenses like them.
J O S E P H S. KRATZ,

T

A. B . P A R K E R , O p tic ia n ,
*210 DeKALB STREET,

■g

NORRISTOWN.

S. PO LEY,

Contractor and Builder,
TRAPPE, PA
Prompt and accurate in building construction.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
6-23

M . N. BA R N D T,L

collegevi l e , p a .

CONTRACTOR FOR ALL KINDS OF

Brick and Stone Masonry,
CEMENTING, .CONCRETING, ETC Esti
mates cheerfully furnished and good work guar
anteed. ftg«- SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
JOBBING.
S-8.

J 1 S. b o o n s ,
SOHWENKSVILLE, PA..

Slater and Roofer,
And dealer In Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished. Work con
tracted at lowest prices.
lloot

ED W A R D D AP aVID,
in te r a n d
Paper- Hanger,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. JKt* Samples of paper
always on hand.

The Source of Life.
In paleozoic times it was the earth
Itself, not the sun, to which plant and
animal primarily stood beholden for
existence. This gives us a most in
structive glimpse Into one planetologic
process. To the planet’s own Internal
heat is due the chief fostering of the
beginnings of life upon Its surface.
Thus a planet Is capable of at least
beginning to develop organisms with
out more than a modicum of help from
the central sun. We talk of the sun
as the source of life, and so it is today
In the sense of being Its sustalner, but
the real source was the earth Itself,
which also raised it through its baby
hood.—Professor Lowell’s “The Evolu
tion of Life”. In Century Magazine.
Ancient Posters.
I t is probably the general impression
that posters and handbills are modern
Inventions, but It has been discovered
th at the ancient Romans practiced this
method of advertising. In digging at
Herculaneum there was brought to
light a pillar covered with bills, one on
top of another. The paste used to stick
them was made of gum arable. The
bills, when separated and examined,
were found to be programmes and an
nouncements of public meetings and
even election proclamations.
Hopelessly Insolvent.
“So Meier has gone to smash, I
hear.”
*Tes; even If he had been a giraffe
one could have said with truth that he
was up to his ears In d e p t”—Meggeudorfer Blatter.
Every great crisis develops some
master mind as well as a multitude of
«umrises. _______ ________

WONDERS OF COAL
'Buried

Sunshine” Has Become a
Plaything of Science.
Has it ever occurred to you th at the
vanilla with which many a favorite
dish of yours is flavored is made from
coal? 'Will you believe that most of
the dyes which have stained the fab
rics of yojur clothes, th at the naphtha
and benzine which your tailor uses In
removing stains and that even the
sweetest perfumes are all of them de
rivatives of coal.
I t was once said by a scientist, clev
erer and more imaginative than most
of his kind, th at coal is “buri 1 sun
shine.*’ Something of the enormous
extent of ancient coal forming jungles
may be conceived when it is said that
our present forests would produce only
two or three inches of coal if they,
too, were subjected to a carbonizing
process.
The magicians who have wrought
wonders with coal are tbe gasmaker
and the chemist. If coal Is burned in
the open air, heat Is produced and
nothing, left but a little ash. Burn it
In a closed vessel, however, and the
marvelous change occurs. In the first
place, coal gas is produced and, chem
ically treated, is supplied to every city
home. Furthermore, ammonia is ob
tained, important In modern agricul
ture because by Its means plants can
be artificially supplied with the nitro
gen they need. Then, again, asphalt
produced, much used In roadmaking,
THE PLAY ITSELF WAS GOOD. Is
although the retort Is not the chief
That Much, at Least, the Actor-Critic source of its supply. Lastly, a black,
noisome ooze Is collected which goes
Had to Admit.
by the name of “coal tar.” I t is this
John Hare, the English actor, once which a t the touch of the modern
went to see one of Beerbohm Tree’s chemist’s wand is transformed Into tbe
Infrequent performances of Hamlet. most widely different substances Im
He would willingly have avoided Tree aginable.
for some little time afterward for rea
The wonders of coal ta r do not cease
sons obvious to others who, like him, here. It is a palette of gorgeous col
had seen this least impressive of this ors, a medicine chest of potent drugs,
actor’s roles.
a whole arsenal of terrible explosives,
Hare chivalrously remained in his a vial of delicious flavors and a garden
box to the end of the play. As the of perfumes—the most protean, varie
surtaln descended on each act he had gated substance in the world.—London
dreaded the Invitation of his fellow Pall Mall Magazine.
player to his dressing room, where the
usual courtesies would have been ex
pected.
THE HAT HABIT.
Act by act slipped by without any
word from the stage, and Hare grew A Custom That Is Neither Becoming
Nor Health Giving.
proportionately relieved. As the last
curtain fell, however, and Hare retired
Why dp both'men and women persist
from the box he found a messenger at in wearing hats? asks Pearson’s Maga
the door with “Mr. Tree’s compliments, zine. There are three reasons why we
and wouldn’t he come home for a bite should wear clothes. We may wear
of supper with some friends?’
them for the sake of decency, for the
At table H are parried opening after sake of warmth and for the sake of dis
opening, yet not once did Tree refer play. None of these reasons applies
directly to his H am let Hare on his to the wearing of hats. Of course
part dreaded every break in the con there are head coverings th at are
versation ‘would bring the dreaded top warm, such as the Icelander's sealskin
ic. After a decent time he drew away hood and the fisherman’s toque; but, as
from table to go home. Tree accom- a rule, there Is no real warmth In the
D anied him to the hall, to Dut on his hat of either, sex. When a woman Dins

a slight structure o f 'straw and artificial WASHINGTON LETTER.
flowers on the top of her hair she nev
er for an instant imagines th at the
thing will keep her from taking cold. From Our Regular Correspondent.
The masculine top hat is certainly
Washington D. C., June 18,1908.—
warm on a hot day, but it Is very far
For two weeks at least Washington
from warm in cold weather.
Neither are hata worn for the pur has been suffering from eclipse by
pose of display. Doubtless there are Chicago. It is reported that the
times when women make the hat the
occasion of displaying their fondness President will leave for Oyster Bay
for dead birds, muslin flowers and oth within the week, but he has been
er beautiful objects, but this Is only stirring up the old town before bis
when fashion has decreed th at big hats departure.
shall be worn. At other times the fe
He recently called the attention
male hat la so microscopically small
that it could not be successfully used of the • Chief of Police to the fact
for displaying anything. As for men’s that the wagons on Sixteenth Street
hats, they never display anything ex Hill were too heavily loaded and
cept the atrocious taste- which makes the Chief of Police gave instructions
them fashionable. Why, then, in the
name of all th at Is sensible, do men to the drivers to go around this
hill, making necessary a detour of
and women wear hats?
As a rule, every man and every wo at least one mile. A word or a hiDt
man looks better without a hat than from the President in such matters
with one. This Is why we all take off
onr hats at the opera or a t an evening is worth a great deal to the cause
party, arid yet we cling to a custom of the Society for the Prevention of
that has not a word to be «aid in Its be Cruelty to Animals.
half. We persist In wearing the ugly,
Then the President has taken the
useless and injurious hat. Why do we subject of mad dogs in band. A
do It? I should like to find a good Irish
echo th at would answer the question number of people in Washington
and in the District of Columbia
at length and in a satisfactory way.
Juxt Breaking In;
Up to the age of sixteen Dick had re
tained the proper scorn for things
feminine; then he went to dancing
school and fell smitten by the charms
of several youthful Eves. Accordingly
Dick approached his father and re
quested theater tickets for two.
Father complied and merely asked as
he turned over the seats, “Which girl
Is i t ? ’
“I’m going to take Mabel,” responded
t>ick.
“Then she’s the one you like best?”
father continued.
Dick turned a superior and pitying
eye upon his parent. “Oh, no; I don’t
like her best! Ypu don’t understand
the situation, father. It Isn’t the girl I
care about. It’s the experience I
want.”—New York Times.
Poor William!
“Williarri, my son,” said an econom
ical mother to her boy, “for mercy’s
sake, don’t keep on tramping up and
down the floor In that manner. You’ll
wear out your new boots'.” (He sits
down.) “There you go sitting down!
Now you’ll wear out your new trou
sers. I declare, I never saw such a
boy!”—-London Tit-Bits.
A Great Lawyer’s Method.
. W riting of “Civilian Leaders of the
Confederacy” in the Louisville CourierJournal, John Goode says of Judah P.
Benjamin:
“The first time I met him we dis
cussed the practice of law, and in the
course of the conversation he asked me
what we considered a good fee In my
part of the country, to which I replied
th at we considered $500 a very respect
able fee. He smiled and said: “When
I practiced law In New Orleans if a
man employed me I charged him a re
tainer. If he came about the office
much I charged him a reminder, when
I had done some work in the case I
charged him a refresher, and when it
was all over I charged him a finisher.”
Test For Hydrochloric Acid.
A curious mishap gave us a very del
icate test for hydrochloric acid in the
atmosphere. In a north of England
locality many houses have curtains of
the cream color produced by metanil
yellow, popularly known as “dolly”
cream dye and to science as “the so
dium salt of meta-amido-benzine sulphonlc acid-azo-diphenyl-amine.” Some
of these cream colored curtains sud
denly changed to heliotrope. Investi
gation showed that an accidental es
cape of hydrochloric acid from a neighooring alkali plant had discolored the
curtaips, and the dye became a most
useful test.
An Episode In Court.
“You are charged with snatching a
woman’s pocketbook.”
“I know it, judge. But I wouldn’t do
such a thing, hungry and broke as I
am.”
“Too conscientious, I suppose?”
“No. I don’t pretend that. But why
should I snatch a woman’s pocketbook? W hat would I want with a cou
ple of car tickets, a powder rag, a
piece of chewing gum and a dressmak
er’s address?”
Once more a shrewd criminal over
shot his mark. His familiarity with
the contents convicted him.—Washing
ton Star.
Why He Was Suspicious.
“There is something suspicious about
that,” remarked the young man named
Brown as he hung up the telephone re
ceiver.
“About what?”
“Why, I just called up the home of a
girl who has led me to believe th at I
am the warm favorite and that there
are no others on her lis t She wasn’t
a t home, so the party who answered
the ring said, but it gave me a ja r
when she added, ‘Shall I tell her you
called. Mr. W hite?
New York Press.

have been bitten by dogs, some of
them supposed to have tbe rabies.
The District Commissioners have
been opposing muzzles for dogs and
doubtless muzzles for the ten thou
sand dogs in the District will be a
troublesome and expensive remedy
—troublesome to tbe owners and
troublesome to the dogs during hot
weather. A dog-, it is known, does
not perspire, but finds compensa
tion from this disability by perspi
ratory elimination from the tongue
and mouth. With the mnzzle, it is
impossible for him to open wide his
mouth and his discomfort from this
cause might be sufficient to drive
him mad. There are doubtless too
many dogs everywhere. There is
no more reason why the owner of a
dog should be permitted to turn
him loose on the public, than he
should be permitted to do the same
with his horse, cow, or pig. Dogs
are at least as dangerous and their
habits and manners are as insuffer
able as those of the other quadru
peds. Every owner of a dog should
be compelled to keep him under
control or on his own premises,
but they are permitted to run at
large in the streets and parks,
barking at and biting passers-by
and behaving like—well, like dogs.
The District Commissioners took
issue with the Secretary of Agricul
ture, holding that it was not ad
visable to muzzle dogs, but the
peremptory order of the President
acted like magic on the Commis
sioners and now they have ordered
all dogs muzzled.
Another matter in which the
President has taken local interest
is in reference to insecure build
ings in Washington. During the
last ten years a very large number
of apartment houses have been built
inHhis city. A remarkable change
has taken place in the manner of
living in the cij.y and the residence
portion has shifted to suburbs four
or five miles from the original liv
ing locations. This has been effec
ted by two conditions. Since civil
service, instead of political favorit
ism and influence, has acted on the
tenure of office, thousands of Gov
ernment employees, instead of
camping, as it were, in cheap board
ing houses, have, under the se
curer tenure of civil service,
bought homes and brand new homes
at that. Just about the time that
the clerk felt himself secure in his
place electric transportation was
established and the suburbs of the
city were extended in many di
rections and the government em
ployee with a salary of from twelve
to eighteen hundred dollars a year
can now buy a new home with
modern improvements and a little
patch of ground; three or four miles
from bis office, perhaps, but acces
sible by street car in from ten to
fifteen minutes and at an expense of
only five cents. The result is that
the old residence part of the city is,
to a considerable extent, deserted
and tbe government clerks are liv
ing in homes owned by themselves
or in apartment houses where they
can rent suites of from three to six

rooms with modern conveniences
and steam heat. Many of these
apartment houses have been flimsily
built and last week one of them in
process of building came down with
a erasb, with fatal injury to two
workmen and serious injury to
many others. It is the duty of the
city authorities to carefully inspect
buildings and let none go up with
out sufficient foundation and strong
superstructure.
But the author
ities in Washington consist of three
Commissioners with a large number
of assistants. Those directly to
blame are in the Engineers’ and
Building Inspector’s Offices. A
number of these are under indict
ment and tbe President has given
instructions that there shall be
a rigid investigation and prosecu
tion of those guilty of neglect.
There is considerable talk of a
change in the government of the
District of Columbia. Two of the
three commissioners are journalists
and the third an army engineer
officer. It is thought that a single
governor, as in the states and terri
tories, would be a better arrange
ment. With three there is always a
division of initiative and of respon
sibility and always more or less
jealousy and crpss purpose. Con
gress assumes to legislate for the
District but the representatives
from Maine, Florida, Texas, and
Maryland and Virginia for that
matter, whether they are from far
or near as relates to the Capital city,
must be interested mainly in their
own districts and there is no assur
ance, even after they become fam
iliar with the condition of affairs in
Washington, that they will not fail
of re-election and a fresh and green
representative be returned. Popu
lar suffrage in the District of
Columbia is not desired. This city
having the largest negro population
of any city in the United States,
would be at the mercy of the dregs
of the colored population, but it is
very desirable that some change
shall be made and the question will
doubtless come up at the next ses
sion of Congress.
SERUM FOR PNEUMONIA.

One of the deadiest enemies with
which the human race has to con
tend in the greater number of the
States forming the American Re
public, is pueumonia. It strikes at
both sexes indiscriminty, and its
approach is unheralded, as a rule,
by any warning symptoms. For
this reason the claim put forth by a
distingusished European physician
Doctor Bertrand, of Antwerp, will
prove of peculiar interest to Am
erican readers.
In a recent lecture delivered before
the Medical Society of Antwerp, the
physician in question described his
discovery of a serum which will
cure pneumonia. Doctor Bertrand
had first satisfied himself of the
efficacious nature of his serum by
experimentingupon animals. Trials
were then made in the Saint Eliza
beth and Stuyvenburg Hospitals in
tbe same city,
Several of the patients treated with
the new serum were suffering from
pneumonia in an advanced stage, and
were also habitual drunkards, which
always adds to the gravity of the
danger. In every case the serious
symptoms were completely arrested
within 36 hours, at the same time
the temperature and pulse became
normal. These results were ob
tained with a total dose of tbe serum
not exceeding eight cubicOcentimetres, injected in doses of one or
two centimetres at a time. There
is no other know serum which takes
effect when injected in such small
quantities, nor which gives such
immediate and satisfactory results.
Doctor Bertrand’s discovery has,
therefore’ been accepted as an im
portant contribution to modern
medical science.
Bobbs—“At least half the people
are down on automobiles.’’ Slobbs
“And the other half are down un
der them.”
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CHURCH SER V IC ES.
Parish of St. Paul’s Memorial P. E. Church,
Oaks, Perklomen, Audubon. The Rev. T. P.
Ege, rector. Sunday services : Union Church,
Audubon, 10.46 a. m., with Holy Communion
first fh month. St. Paul’s, Oaks, 3.80 p. m.,
with Holy Communion third in month 8.80 a.
m. Children’s Evensong last in month 3 p. m.
Sunday School 2.80 p. m. Vested choir. Free
sittings. Cordial welcome. The rector, resid
ing at Oaks, will be pleased to receive calls for
visitation or ministration. Address Oaks P. O.
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. S. B. Garrett
pastor. Sabbath School, 9.30 a. m. Preaching,
10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and prayer ser
vice, 7 p. m.
Trinity Reformed Church, Collegeville, Rev.
F. C. Yost, D. D., pastor. Services next Sun
day at 10 a. m. Sunday School at 9. Junior
Christian Endeavor at 2 p. m., and Senior C.
E. at 7 p. m.
St. James’ Church, Lower Providence, Rev.
F. S. Ballentine, rector. Morning service and
sermon, 10.30. Sunday School, 1.46 p. m. Eve
ning service and sermon, 3.
Holy Com
munion, First Sunday in the month. All are
cordially invited and welcome.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
S L. Messinger, S. T. D., pastor. Sunday
School at 8.46 a . m. Preaching every Sunday at
10 a. m. and 7.46 p. m. Junior Endeavor prayer
meeting at 2 p. m. Y. P. S C. E. prayer meet
ing at 6.45 p. m. Bible study meeting on
Wednesday evening at 8 o’clock. All are most
cordially invited to attend the services.
United Evangelical Church, Trappe Circuit,
Rev. Geo. R. Riffert, pastor. Services for the
coming Sabbath will be as follows: Trappe—
Preaching at 10 a. m.; Sunday School at 2 p. m*
Limerick—Preaching at 2.30 p. m.; Sunday
School at 1.30 p. m.; C. E., 7.30 p. m.

—Mrs. Edward Hollinger, of
Birdsboro, discovered a .large cop
perhead snake protruding from
under a boardwalk and, getting a
rifle, she severed its head with one
shot.
—A stroke of lightning passed
from garret to cellar at the home of
Walter S. Funk, Boyertowa, tearing
up boxes and trunks and scattering
clothing and line in every direction.
—William Richard, 18 years old
the legless boy at Reading, saved
all his pennies and dollars to buy an
automobile, and now enjoys life,
taking daily trips and carrying his
father to and from work.
W hlte and Red R oses on S am e Bush

A red rose bush in bloom at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Schawger,
this borough, also bears a number
of white rores.
Agent for Good Fertilizers.

Agents for the superior Trinley
fertilizers manufactured at Linfield
have been appointed for the Perkiomen Valley. Farmers will take
note of adver. on page 7.
The Fool and H is Money.

A ten-dollar bank note passed
through one of the Honesdale (Pa.)
banks- a few days ago containing
the following written with a pen: “ A
fool and his money are soon parted.
I am the fool; this is the money. ”
Lost a Horse.

Passenger trains leave Collegeville for Phila
delphia : 7.03, 7.45,11.30 a. m., 6.05 p. m. Sun
days—7.11 a. m., 6.33 p. m. For Allentown:
7.46,11.02 a. m., 3.22, 6.05 p.. m. Sundays—8.80
a. m., 7.39 p. m.

Home and Abroad.
—Just passed
—The other day:
—The longest day of the year.
—Perspiring faces and wilted
collars attest the presence of the
—“Good old summer time.”
—The Collegeville mills will be
closed on the Fourth of July.
—They invite retribution who
trample upon the rights of others.
—Haymaking is on and the grain
is ripening fast.
Mr. and Mrs. William Amtsfeld
removed from this borough to
Philadelphia, Tuesday.
—There was a large attendance
at the Evansburg festival, Satur
day evening.
—This town is not deficient in
periods of excitement.
—Superintendent Landis held an
examination 1of teachers in the
school building of this borough,
Tuesday.
An artesian well is being drilled
at the rear of H. W. Ringler’s
Railroad House, this borough.
—Harry B. Funk, of Dryville,
Pa., fell from a cherry tree without
breaking a bone.
—If you don’t take care of the
dollars, it is dimes to doughnuts
somebody will have to take care of
you.—Dallas News.
—James S’. Sherman, Republican
nominee for Vice President, was the
orator of the annual banquet of the
Republican Invincbles of Norris
town eleven years ago.
—The hay crop of Berks county
has been the heaviest for years, and
the price has dropped to $12 a ton
for the very best grades.
—The telegraph school which
was opened by the Reading Railway
Company last October will be closed
permanently on the last of this
month.
—Mrs. William Garte, of Virginsville, was the first woman in Berks
county to bake apple pies from
apples of this year’s growth.
—Both the men and women in the
congregation took a hand in a gen
eral housecleaning of the Upper
Skippafck Menponite meetinghouse
and the surrounding grounds’
—Over 800 people attended the
funeral of Mrs. David J. Knauer, of
St. Peters, Chester county, and the
large homestead of the faipily could
not hold the crowd. *
—A big family reunion was held
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. John
Kehl, Pennsburg, in celebration of
their golden wedding anniversary.
—Seven members of one branch
of the Shappell family own over 800
arces of land and live in a circle of
half a mile in Jefferson and Perry
townships, Berks county.

A bay horse belonging to W. H.
Gristock’s Sons, lumber and coal
dealers of this borough, died Sat
urday night. F. W. Gristock, the'
head of the firm, recently purchased
the animal of A. H. Auer, of Lower
Providence.
Family Reunion.

The executive committee of the
Spare family met in Philadelphia
Saturday evening at the home of
Miss Sarah A. Spare, and made ar
rangements for their sixth annual
reunion at Zieber’s Park, on Sat
urday, August 1st.

Auto Hill Climb.

W ayne S tatue Unveiled.

The plans are complete for the
usurpation of Skippack hill by the
NoVristown Auto Club, next Satur
day afternoon. A stand for specta
tors, with a seating capacity for
700 persons, is to be erected- The
course will be guarded by a de
tachment of eleven meo from Troop
C of the State Constabulary at Read
ing, assisted by the local police.

The exercises incident to the un
veiling of an equestrian statue of
Gen. Anthony Wayne at Valley
Forge, Saturday afternoon, were
replete with historic interest. Ad
jutant General Stewart’s address
was brilliant and impressive in
oratory and pathos and ex-Governor Pennypacker’s historical paper
was both comprehensive and
scholarly. It graphically described
the soldierly work that the great
M utton-Loving Dogs.
General
of the Revolutionary period
They still tolerate mutton-loving
performed.
dogs in Crawford county,this State.
The Meadville Tribune says that
Matrimony.
August Roha, of West Mead town
ship, has been paid for sheep killed
Wednesday, June 24, 1908, at the
by dogs during the past fifteen Lutheran parsonage, Trappe, by
months the sum of$1154. Crawford Rev. W. O. Fegely, Mr. Phoron
county would seem to be badly in Leister, of Collegeville, was. united
need of a dog catcher who means in wedlock to Miss Anna Alderfer,
business.
of Lederachville.
On Wednesday, June 24, at the
Elected Principal of Red Hill
home of the bride’s parents in
Schools.
Southampton, Bucks county, Miss
Wallace Dannehower, son of Gertrude Vale was united in wed
George Dannehower of near Yerkes, lock to Mr. Edward I. Radcliff. The
Upper Providence, has been elected ceremony was performed by Rev.
principal of the Red Hill schools at D. W. Sheppard, of the Lower
a salary of $52 per month. Mr. Providence Baptist church. The
Dannehower graduated at the West groom is proprietor of the store at
Chester Normal School, last week, Eagleville where the newly wedded
and was highly recommended by couple will go to housekeeping.
Dr. M. G. Phillips, principal of the
Normal-School.
M uhlanberg Will Receive $20,000
from C arnegie.
Attacked by Highwaymen.

While returning from church at
Plymouth Sunday evening, Alfred
Campbell, a resident of that town
ship, was assaulted and injured by
two highwaymen. He was hit on
the head with a club and after being
knocked down was relieved of sev
eral dollars in money. The robbers
then ran down the road and dis
appeared.
Attended G. A. R. Reunion.

At the forty-first commencement
of Muhlenberg college, Allentown,
last week it was announced that the
college had raised $180,000 for its
building fund and had therefore
complied with the agreement by
which Andrew Carnegie promised
to contribute $20,000 in order to
make the fund $200,000. A letter
was sent to Mr. Carnegie’s New
York office, to which reply was
made that since this was the first
time Mr. Carnegie had ever prom
ised to pay an existing college
debt, he desired to sign the check
himself. As he is now in Scotland,
the Muhlenberg statement in the
matter was sent to him there.

Comrade S. S. Augee, and Mrs.
Augee, attended the G. A. R. re
union at Willow Grove Park on
Wednesday of last week. Many
social greetings were exchanged
and memories of the trying war
period were revived. Mr. and Mrs. Owner of th e Horse Scared by Auto
Augee appreciated the band music
"H onk” Awarded $127.
Death.
very much and the singing by 500
At civil court, last week, Henry
George F. Weist died Monday at Sunday School children.
Hoff, of Limerick, won his suit for
the home of his >.son-in-law, Rev.
damages against Edward S. Souder.
Francis Huber, of Skippack, aged
R heum atism Proof A gainst Bee
According to the testimony, on
78 years. Funeral services at the
Sting Remedy.
April 28 of last year Mr. Hoff was
house on Wednesday evening. In
After an involuntary experience driving with his family to church
terment this Thursday at Pottsville,
Pa.; undertaker J. L. Bechtel in with the “ bee sting cure for rheu at Limerick Square, when on the
matism” Jonathan G. Gaugler, of Ridge turnpike they met Souder in
charge.
Obelisk, this county, is convinced his automobile. Souder blew his
O w ner of Opera H ouse Under Bail. that it possesses no merit. Gaug horn while opposite his (Hoff’s)
ler was hiving a swarm of bees team, frightening the horses, re
The first of a series of arrests to
when the bees attacked him, and as sulting in the upsetting of the
be made in suits of residents of
he
was unprotected he was stung carriage and the throwing out of
Boyertown againt Dr. Thomas J. B.
about fifty times. He has suffered the occupants. His daughter had
Rhoads, owner of the Opera House
from rheumatism for many years, an arm injured, one horse had a
in which 271 persons lost theirlives
but experienced no relief whatever leg lacerated and the carriage was
on Janruary 18 last, was instituted
after the encounter with the bees.
badly broken.
Saturday. A Reading magistrate
held the Dr. in $1.000 bail for a fur
Insect Dam aging M aple Trees.
Ladies’ Aid Society.
ther hearing.
A most peeular insect is working
At the home of Mr. and Mrs.
havoc with the maple shade trees in M. T. Hunsicker, of Ironbridge,
Observing Pure Food Laws.
the rural districts of Bradford the Ladies’ Aid Society of Trinity
A remarkable showing of the
county, especially ip the Beach Reformed church, this borough,
effect of the pure food laws in Penn
Flats. ^ The insect is a large beetle held their last regular meeting
sylvania is reported by Dairy and
with a much larger stinger than until September, Monday evening.
Food Commissioner J. Foust, who
usual, in many cases over two in Through the kindness of Messrs.
states that of samples of various
ches long, which bores through the John L. Bechtel and Abram Allekinds of food products, taken from
bark of the tree. The stinger be bach the members of the society
every county iff the States, except
comes detached from the tree. were conveyed to Ironbridge in
Philadelphia and Pittsburg, the
Specimens have been sent to the wagons. All had a merry time Ijoth
analysis showed not one violation of
Department .of Zoology*at Harris going and coming and also enjoyed
law.
»
burg, and the investigation is a very pleasant evening at Mr. and
awaited
with interest.
Mrs. Hunsicker’s home. The fol
Valley Forge M emorial Association
lowing program was given: Piano
Funds.
Girls in Possession of G overm ent
solo, Miss Sadie Hunsicker; reci
At a meeting of the Valley Forge
Land.
tations,
Misses Bessie Ashenfelter,
Memorial Association, Saturday,
Florence
Hunsicker, Bertha Saylor,
Twff
Mifflin
county
(Pa.)
girls,
the question as to the disposition of
about $18,000 in the treasury was Anna M'. Miller1, of Newton Hamil Mr. Abram Allebaeh; vocal solo,
discussed but not determined. The ton, and Anna Bratton, of Ryde, Miss Belle Ashenfelter. The so
Park Commission has laid claim to will be able to start their future ciety will hold a lawn fete some
the money contributed by many husbands on a 160-acre farm. They time in the near future.
persons and by the members of P. migrated toKenmare, North Dakota,
Goal Thief Duly Punished.
O. S. of A. camps throughout the five years ago, secured employment
State, for the preservation of the as school teachers, and filed claims
H. A. Argrave, manager of the
historic grounds long before the for 160 acres of Government land Buffalo Milling Company, at LewisState awakened to its duty in the each. On May 26 last they proved burg, Pa., caught a thief stealing
matter. Had it not been for the up their claims and came into full coal from the mill coal bin. Argrave
persistent work of the Association possession of farm lands valued at and his men accompanied the thief
it is probable that the Valley Forge $3000 each.
home, where they found five tons of
hills, where the soldiers of the
coal stored in his bin. Instead of
Decision A gainst Dr. M ensch.
Revolution suffered, would have
arresting him and throwing him in
continued to be neglected. That
In 1907 Dr. J. G. Mensch, of jail, Argrave requested the coal-bin
money should be spent in erecting Pennsburg sold a mill property to looter to report at the mill later in
a monument inscribed with a state Theodore Gail and his sister, Miss the day, and, after a trial and rep
ment as to the actual and noble Letiti Gail, of Wilmington, Del., for rimand before a jury composed of
work accomplished by the Associa $6500. Just prior to that time Dr. neighbors of the thief And mill em
tion.
______
Mensch had sued the borough of ployes, gave him three options to
East Greenville for damages, alle settle, as follows: Pay ten dollars
A Grand Family Medieine.
ging that the water power of the and return the coal in his bin by
“It gives me pleasure to speak a good mill was greatly impaired because wheelbarrow between the hours of
word for Electric Bitters,” writes Mr. Frank
Conlan, of No 436 Houston St., Mew York. the borough was taking its water 7 o’clock in the morning and 5
“It’s a grand family medicine for dyspepsia supply from the Perkiomen. When
o’clock in the evening, pay fifty
and liver complications; while for lame
back and weak kidneys it cannot be too the Gails learned of this they stop dollars and keep the coal, or go to
highly recommended.” Electric Bitters ped payment on the cheek they had
jail. The thief accepted the first
regulate the digestive functions, purify the
blood, and impart reqewed vigor and vital given Mr. Mensch. He sued to re proposition, and during his work
ity to the weak and debilitated of both
sexes. Sold under guarantee at Joseph W. cover the $6500 bnt the case has ing hours in returning the coal
Culbert’s drug store. 50c.
just been decided against him.
attracted great attention.
D

R eckless A utom obllists th e C ause of
Sudden Death.
An A rrest and th e Paym ent
High Miller, of Ironbridge, while
of a Fine.
assisting in the hay field on E.

A large touring car whirled down Beckman,s ,hotel property, Trappe,
Main street, this borough, Saturday Wednesday, fell over and died
evening, at the rate of about sixty almost instantly. He leaves a wife
and one child.
miles an hour, utterly regardless of
the safety of other travelers on the
PERSONAL.
highway. No unusual incident;
Mr. and Mrs. John Hinderer and
just one more illustration of mur children, of Bridesburg, were the
derous recklessness that failed to guests of Mrs. Seeman, Sunday.
kill or cripple somebody because
C. Tyson Kratz, Esq., of Norris
drivers of teams and others man
town,
was the guest of the Misses
aged to get out of the way of the
Kratz,
machine in the niche of time. The Monday.Fifth avenue, Sunday and
autoists halted at Perkiomen Bridge
Burgess F. J. Clamer leaves to
hotel. Constable J. H. Bartman
was notified and urged to proceed morrow (Friday) on a trip abroad.
and enforce the borough ordinance, He will sail on the steamer Patricia
regulating the speed of automobiles. from New York.
Prof, and Mrs. Haines have re
He deputized H. L. Saylor and exConstable Milton Barndt to assist turned from their visit to relatives
him. The first autoist of the party in York county.
that was approached showed re
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Berron, of
sistance, nasty impudence, and en Philadelphia, are visiting relatives
deavored to strike the deputy con in town this week.
stables who were trying to perform
George Bordner is working at
the duty imposed upon them. In Ashbury Park, this summer.
self protection Barndt vigorously
Mrs. F. W. Gristock and daugh
struck the auto-pugilist and knocked
ters
and Alma Bechtel recently
him down. A general riot, involv
visited
Mrs. Tibbals in Philadel
ing a number of onlookers, was nar
phia.
rowly averted. The constables
Abnerv Barndt, of Philadelphia,
were at a great disadvantage. They
were in a crowd, many of whom visited his parents Mr. and Mrs.
were strangers. But they wisely M. N. Barndt, Sunday.
Mrs. J. R. Challen, who has been
took the precaution to take posses
sion of the auto, and locked it up ait visiting in Meriden, Conn., re
Henry Yost’s garage, which pro turned home Saturday accompanied
ceeding brought forward Clarence by her sister, Mrs. H. A. King and
Gilpin, of Radnor, and Heory Clay daughters, of that place.
ton, of Villanova, as those of the
Mrs. Heinly, of York, is visiting
party most interested in the ma Mrs. JTarriet Gristock.
chine. Even the smart Lower
Providence detective (?) failed to
Basaball.
thwart the efforts of the officers of
In an interesting game on Sat
the law. Gilpin and Clayton accom urday the local baseball nine again
panied the constables to ’Squire G. went down to defeat. The had
W. Yost’s office. The Justice fined Linfield as their opponents. The
fined them $25 and expressed the score was 5 to 2. Shunk for College
regret that he was not authorized to ville pitched a good game and with
make the fine $100. The number on proper support at critical times
the machine, both frant and rear, would have held the visitors down
was concealed,and it has since been to one or two runs. Thq locals
stated that the real owner of the car still show a lack of the knowledge
did not know that certain of his near of “ inside baseball” and must get
relatives had taken possession of it together to play winning ball. No
on Saturday. Right after the scrim one need feel discouraged, however,
mage, and while the car was being for there is no reason why this
locked up, the sarcastic pugilist of borough should not be represented
the offending party sneaked away by a good, fast baseball team. Lin
on a trolley car, but he returned to field was late in arriving in town
the hotel late Saturday might, in and the game, therefore, lasted only
time to join his comrades as they seven innings. The score by in
were preparing to leave with the nings:
released machine. Constable Bart
R. H. E.
man left here Tuesday morning to Linfield - - 0 0 0 1 1 1 2—5 4 2
locate and place the slugger under Collegeville 0 0 0 0 1 1 0—2 5 5
arrest for resisting officers of the
Batteries, for Collegeville, Shunk
law. If caught be will have a hear and Robison; for Linfield, Johnson
ing before ’Squire Yost.
and Heckman.
The occurrence, Saturday evening,
Collegeville will play the Phoenixbriefly outlined above imposes a ville A. C. this Saturday on the
duty upon the editor of the I ndepen  home grounds and everyone should
dent. That duty is to state and to
make it a point to witness the game
state respectfully; but with em and encOurage the home team. The
phasis, that th<? authorities of this game will well worth the admission
borough — Burgess Clamer, the- price of ten cents.
members of Town Council, and Con
stable John H. Bartman are in
C om m encem ent of Upper
duty bound to enforce the borough
Providence Schools.
law relating to the speed of auto
The commencement exercises of
mobiles within the limits of the
borough; to enforce the law , not the Upper Providence Schools were
once in six months, but every day, held in the Green Tree ohurch on
if the law is violated every day, as Thursday afternoon, June 18. The
it has been for months past. The church was filled with parents,
people of this town, and other friends, and pupils from the seven
people, who must travel on our schools of the township. The names
Main street in vehicles other than of the graduates were published in
automobiles, as well as those who a recent issue of this paper. The
cross and recross the street on foot, program on commencement day was
look to the sworn officials of this as follows: Invocation, Rev. T. P.
borough to afford them very need Ege; Salutatory, “Thought Cul
ful protection from the rattle-headed ture,” Elizabeth Pearl Ashenfelter,
automobilists who invade this town Quaker; Music, Quartette; Class
and show no regard for the lives History, Raymond G. Smith, Quaker;
aDd rights of the people. The Music, Quartette; Class Prophecy,
authorities of this borough and the Stella Eagle, Bechtel’s; Music,*
people of this borough can no Quartette; Presentation, J. Newton
longer afford to fail to enforce re Allebaeh, Bechtel’s; Class Song;
spect for both their natural and Valedictory, “ Historic- Montgom
legal rights; to teach offenders from ery,” Harry H. Thomas, Dismant’s;
the outside that our officials and Music, Quartette; Address,'' Hon.
our people are not an aggregation Irvin P. Wanger; Presentation of
of supine, frail, weak mortals, will Diplomas, J. Whitaker Thompson,
ing to endure without effectual pro Esq.; Benediction, Rev. T. P. Ege.
test all manner of dangers ruth J. Whitaker Thompson, the presi
lessly inflicted by barbarians who dent of the Board of Directors of
appear to care no more for human the schools, announced at the com
lives than they care for the lives of mencement that the tax rate was to
dogs. The time has come to act, to be increased one-half mill and that
act decisively, and to keep on acting. the township would have to pay for
the tuition of its graduates in the
nearest high school, if the gradu
ates wish to continue their studies.
How’s T his?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
by taking Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J.-CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney lor the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business trans
actions and financially able to carry out any
obligation made by his firm.
Walding, Kinnan <fcMarvin, Wholesale
Druggist®, Toledo, O.
Hairs Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
acting directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. Price 75c. per bot
tle. Sold by all druggists. Testimonials
free.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation

Thinks It Saved His Life.

Lester M. Nelson, of Naples, Maine, says
in a recent letter : ‘T have used Dr. King’s
New Discovery many years, for coughs and
colds, and I think it saved my life, I have
found it a reliable remedy for throat and
lung complaints, and and would no more be
without a bottle than I would be without
food.” Kor nearly forty years New Discov
ery has stood at the head of throat and lung
remedies. As a preventive of pneumonia
and healer of weak lungs it has no equalSold under guarantee at Joseph W. Gul.
bert’s drug store. 50c. and $1.00. Trial
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Drowned in th e Schuylkill.

Through the overturning of a
canoe in the Schuylkill River at
Black Rock dam Thursday evening
of last week young Dr. Herman P.
Hormann, of No. 1753 St. Paul
street, Baltimore, was drowned,
and his companion, James F. Clark,
of Valley Forge, was saved from a
similar fate by John Coyne, who
was fishing near the scene of the
accident. The dead man leaves a
wife and one child. For the past
two weeks Dr. Hormann had been a
guest of the Shepperson family at
Valley Forge. Thursday morning
in company with Clark, be left for
Spring City to bring back a canoe
belonging to a Miss Lutz, who is a
guest of the Shepperson’s. The
men managed to paddle the frail
craft safely as far as Black Rock
dam, where, it is surmised, they
attempted to change places.

that such notice was given. Judge
Swartz, however, ruled otherwise,
and objection was taken to the rul
ing. Clerk Rimby was called to the
witness stand and produced the
minutes of Town Council, showing
that Clerk Zimmerman had been di
rected to serve the required notice.
For want of other witnesses, Dr.'
Hamer and J. M. Vanderslice were
examined but they denied that such
notice bad been given them or any
of the heirs. Ex-Solicitor Zimmer
man bad stated he thought notice
was served on Mr. Vanderslice,
but refused to come here to testify
to the fact. In default of proof in a
material part of the plaintiff’s cases
the court directed the entry of com
pulsory non suits. If there is any
other tvay to collect the claims, the
proper proceedings will be begun.

FROM OAKS.

the bees were tumblingover one an
other to go into a new house and be
gin business. Like Davy Crockett
and the coon up a tree: Do not
shoot, Mr. Crockett, I ’ll come down.
So with Mr. Brower: Don’t getour
dutch up, and intothe hive we’ll go.
Mr. Brower says he kind “t>f likes
the sport of hiving bees, as he
seldom ever gets stung, only when
he handles them too roughly.
Well, are you satisfied? It is
Taft, the most available man of the
party, and Sherman a fighting name.
Well, it suits us to a t —Taft. It no
doubt would have been a good thing
to have nominated Teddy, but it
was a far better move in not nomin
ating him.
The German said too much whis
key is too much, but too much beer
is good enough.
The Ironbridge quartet received
the highest praise for their singing
dt the commencement at Green Tree.
They filled the bill completely as
far as splendid music is concerned.
Samuel Coates, of Bridgeport,
visited Perkiomen, Saturday; came
up to the flag factory, bought some
flags, and called to see us.
Mrs. James Brower and daughter
Mattie of Port Providence called on
friends in Perkiomen the other eve
ning. This is worthy of note, as
Mrs. Brower does not get down
this way very often.
Bear in mind, services at Saint
Paul’s Memorial this Sunday even
ing, the 28tb, at 7.45. Rev. Mr. Ege
will preach on recognition of friends
in heaven. All are welcome.’
County Treasurer Hagginbothom
and Mrs. Hagginbothom and Mr.
and Mrs. Anders were visitors to
Valley Forge park, Saturday.
The Oaks Fire Company will hold
a regular monthly meeting Tuesday
evening, June 30. As the Company
is about building a fire hall, it is de
sired the members pay their yearly
dues on that evening. Saturday,
July 11, is listed for a festival to be
given by the Company.

The Veteran Association of rail
road men who have been in the ser
vice over twenty-one years on the
Schuylkill Division of the Pennsyl
vania Railroad, had their excursion
to Atlantic City on Monday of last
week. There was no rain in Atlan
tic City, though there was a down
pour here. Twobuodredand twentyfive members and their wives en
joyed the trip, which started at
Potts ville.
The Tombola Fete given by the
Saint Paul’s Sunday School was a
fine affair and was largely attended.
Fifty-six dollars were the receipts
of the evening. It was a fine affair
all around.
The Saint Paul’s vested choir at
tended the dedication of the Mary
land Bay at the Washington Me
morial Chapel, Friday. The com
bined choirs of All Saints, Norris
town, the vested choir of Saint
Paul’s, Oaks, and the Washington
Chapel choir furnished the music;
Items From Trapped ninety in all. No reflection on either
but it was said the vested
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Poley have choir,
choir of Saint Paul’s could be dis
FACTS AS TO THE HAMER CASE.
removed to Areola. Mr. Poley at tinguished above the others by the
Last Friday in the civil court at tends to the feed store and coal expression in singing, proving the
Norristown the two cases- of the yard at that place for Mr. Williams. choir to be a well drilled one.
Saturday afternoon the Wayne
Borough of Collegeville against the
Mrs. Annie . R. Alderfer has re-’
monument
Valley Forge was un
heirs of the Hamer estate were turned from a visit to friends in veiled. Theat particulars
have been
Philadelphia
and
Blue
Bell.
tried before Judge Swartz. The
noted. There was a large crowd in
borough was represented by Bor
Miss Edna Keeler, of Pottstown, attendance.
ough Solicitor Dannehower, and the is spending her vacation ' with her
A colored man told Guard Weikel
he bad a good claim here, as his
defendants by J. P. Hale Jenkins father, M. H. Keeler.
grandfather was with Washington
and J. M. Vanderslice, Esqrs. The
Rev. S. M. Hen'sch is visiting at Mount Vernon. So do we claim
suits were brought upon two mun
the right, for we were with Wash
relatives in Perry county.
icipal claims filed April 22, 1903,
ington at Mount Vernon at one
The
County
Commissioners
are
against the Hamer estate, for curb
time, but he was dead at the time.
ing done by the borough in front of having crushed stone placed on the Died sixty-four years or more be
the Hamer property on the north pike in Upper Providence,, above fore, and was stone dead then.
Mrs. Fanny Parsons is around
easterly side of Main street. The the borough line.
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Garber en and about again.
amount of one claim is $267.54, and
Congressman I. P. Wanger deliv
of the other $304.20. Both cases tertained a number of visitors on
ered the address to the graduating
were tried together, but never Sunday.
class of Upper Providence township
reached the jury. At the close of
The Limerick team defeated the Thursday, and it is said he made a
the plaintiff’s testimony the Court Trappe nine on Saturday by a score rattling good speech. J. Whitaker
directed a compulsory non suit in of 31 to 21. The Trappe players Thompson, Esq., U. S. District At
each case, because plaintiffs were will cross bats with the Fruitville torney, made an address. He advo
the feasibility of an increase
unable to prove that thirty days’ nine next Saturday afternoon on the cated
of school tax and having a bill pre
notice had been given to the Hamer grounds of the latter.
sented to the Legislature, permit
heirs to do the curbing and like
Mrs. Christman and daughter, of ting the scholars of the schools to
notice that the work was completed Norristown, were the guests of Mr. Continue their studies at the high
schools nearer to the location in
and should be paid for by the de and Mrs. Anthony Poley, Sunday.
which they reside. Say Mingo and
fendants. A motion has been made
At the quarterly missionary meet Royersford to Spring City High
to take off the nonsuits, and the ing to he held in St. Luke’s Re School, Mont Clare and Port Provi
matter will come up for argument formed church next Sunday even dence ¿0 Phoenixville, Oaks, etc., to
Norristown. It is not so much the
at the September argument court.
ing, Mrs. Allen K. Faust, of ..Sen expense of building a high school
The litigation has been pending
dai, Japan, will lecture on “The building as the location and about
for nearlj’ five years. In August, Women of Japan.” .
where would be a central location
1902, Town Council directed Clerk
or easy of access, in' this odd shaped
J. W. Wisler has awarded the township. The expense would be
Zimmerman to notify the property
owners on the east side of Main contract to construct a bouse on his far less to pay for the privilege to
attend the high schools located in
street to curb in front of their prop lot to a Mr. Young, of Phoenixville. the places before named than to
There
were
several
bidders..
erties, in accordance with the ordi
build. The only objection would be
Fred Rappold, of Philadelphia, non-progression, for if anything the
nance passed May, 1897. Several
months later Council awarded the was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. public schools and all other schools
should be well equipped and of the
contract for curbing in front of the Hess, Sunday.
first-class. Every one should be
Hamer property to Clerk.Zimmer
Mr. and Mrs. Fred. Miller en zealous for the welfare of his com
man at sixty-five cents per yard. tertained a number of visitors from munity, the township, the county,
and in old Montgomery, nothing is
The work was completed November Pennsburg, Sunday.
too good. Mr. Thompson is very
21v 1903. Under the ordinance
much interested in the schools of
thirty days’ notice should have
the township, and is the right man
Jottings
From
Limerick.
been given to the Hamer heirs that
in the right place.
While cutting wood Mary, daugh
the work had been done by the
Mrs. Sue Baskin and daughter
borough, what the improvement ter of George Schott, split her left Caroline, and Mrs. Mary Baskin, of
Harrisburg, visited Mrs. Fanny
cost, and that payment should be thumb with an axe.
made to the Borough. On April 22,
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Stauffer, of Parsons and family, Saturday.
,Mrs. John Shull and Miss Katie
1903, the liens were filed by Solici Barto, were the guests of H. F.
Shull attended the unveiling of the
tor Hobson-against the Hamer prop Stauffer and family, Sunday.
monument at Valley Forge
erty, for curbing done by the - Joseph Bean has erected a Page Wayne
park Saturday aftefnooh. They
Borough.
On July 3 1903, pro fence in front of his property. A stopped at our retreat going, but on
ceedings were begun to collect the neat improvement.
their return we had just gone down
for a jug of water and missed hav
claims.
Since then negotiations
Isaiah Tyson is doing the mason ing our photograph and guard house
were pendiug for settlement. The
We regret, for we would
claims were then referred to Bor work for a silo on the farm of snapped.
surely
had
it published. Come
ough Solicitor Hendricks for col Irwin Brunner, near Mingo, Upper again and take a view of us. Oaks
Providence.
Mr.
Tyson
will
com
and Perkiomen was well represent
lection. Amicable settlement fail
ing, he proceeded to put the cases mence the stone work on Deshler’s ed in the park.
at issue. He was about to take barn next week.
Dewey, not the Admiral, but our
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob T. Miller, of neighbor’s dog, followed its fair
judgment for want of an affidavit of
defense, but by a trick was per Neiffer, spent Sunday with Mrs. owner to Valley Forge park to take
in the ceremonies. After making
suaded to wait a few days for Hannah Linderman and family. several narrow escapes from auto
amicable adjustment, and in the
Mr. T. D. Kline and daughter mobiles, he returned home early
meantime an affidavit of defense was Edna, and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sunday morning.
filed. A plea was filed March 9, Steinmetz and family, were the
Dogs and cats have high sound
1907, by the counsel for the de ■guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clayton ing names down here. Our dog
Bill, since Taft has been nominated
fendants, and the cases were ready Reid, at Neiffer, Sunday.
is known as Bill Taft. Our cat an
for trial as soon as either side
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Scbissler swers to the name of Teddy Roose
would mark for trial. In April, removed to Pottstown, last week.
velt, and a hand-raised, home-raised
1907, Town Council referred these
rooster
is awaiting a name. Make a
Mrs. Mary Wade and daughter good potpie
some day, when its am
claims to the present Borough
Solicitor. He promptly gave Coun Laura and Miss Edna Kline spent bition soars for the highest perch
cil his opinion as to the legal status last Thursday at the Lutherans’ on the ranch.
My ol"d friend Samuel F. Jarrett
of the claims and opened negotia Orphans’ Home, Germantown.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. L. Gaugler attended the unveiling of .the Wayne
tions for an amicable settlement.
monument, proving his loyalty, pa
The defendants, however, refused and family spent a very pleasant triotism, and good looks, no matter
all overtures to settle outside of Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. A. H. if he has passed the eighty mark
and more. Hale and hearty and full
court. By direction of Council the Brendlinger, of Frederick.
The School Directors met Satur of life and fun. Hail, old man, may
cases were then pressed by him to
day afternoon and appointed' teach you live many years.
trial, with the result as stated.
Mr. Abe H. Brower is consider
The result of the trial depended ers as follows: Linfield, Howard able
of a bee man, and indulges the
Hartzell;
Linderman’s,
J.
H.
Rosenupon whether notice to do the work
bee and honey industry. He has
and of its completion had been berger; Church, Harvey Sabold; nine hives and they are busy, busy
given by the Borough or not. The Missimer’s, Martha Linderman; as bees. The other day Mr. Brow
records of Town Council were Fairview, Alice Linderman; Stein e r’s attention was called to a swarm
which lodge on a post near his resi
thoroughly examined for proof of metz, Susie Landis; Fruitville, Mr. dence.
The post was a mass of bees.
the fact, but without success. Faust. The appointments for Fern- Mr. Brower secured a hive and de
Clerk Zimmerman, whose duty it wood, Barlqw’s, and Linfield prim liberately scraped them into the
hive. In the evening he went to
was to give the required notice, is ary, will be made later.
the
hive, but there was never a
deceased. No one could be found
bee there. It was a case of to be or
who could testify to the service of
not to be hived. Mr. Brower dis
The Best Pills Ever Sold.
notice. The Borough was badly
“ After doctoring 15 years for chronic indi covered them on a limb of a bush
handicapped. The point was made gestion) and spending over two hundred near the flag factory. In his effort
nothing has done me as much good to dislodge them they became
at the trial that affirmative proof of dollars)
3s Dr. King’s New Life Pills. I consider
up in the grass. He placed
such notice was not required by them the best pills ever sold,” writes B. F. tangled
the hive over the spot and with a
Ayscue,
of
Ingleside*
N.
C.
Sold
under
law upon the part of the Borough, guarantee at Joseph W. Culbert’s drug stick encouraged them to go into the
inasmuch as the claim filed averred store. 25c.
hive, and it was but a short time

.
A square piano for sale, very cbeap.
F
Apply at
o r m ale

T )U B L IC SALE OF

FRESH COWS!

FRY’S COLLEGEVILLE LIVERY.

GREAT BARGAIN.
A
A fine, nearly new upright piano;
will sell for $150 cash, if sold at once. Ad

Will be sold at public sale on MONDAY, i
JUNE 29,1908, at Dunn’s hotel, Gratersford, 30 fresh and springer cows from
Dayton, Va. My father writes that he
has bought the best he could get and they
r a s s a n d o a t s f o r s a l e . are good, big cows. Farmers and dairy
Seven acres of good mixed grass and men, here is your oppertunity to buy
acres of oats. Apply to
cows that will please you. Sale at two
JOHN H. SPANG,
o’clock. Conditions by
6-11.
Eagleville, Pa.
JONAS P. PISHER.
F. H. Peterman, auct.
h r e s h in g a n d w o o d s a w in g .
ASTURE.
We will be ready, July 1, to do thresh
Persons who desire pasture can be ac
ing and wood-sawing with gasoliae en commodated by applying to
gine power. Prompt and satisfactory
HUGH McLAUGHLIN, Trappe, Pa.
work and reasonable prices. Apply to or
address
SAYLOR & GLISSON,
Bell ’phone No. 45 M.
Near Eagleville.
o r sale.
A horse-power, thresher and cleaner,
in good order. Will be sold cheap. Ap
o t ig e .
ply to
SAYLOR & GLISSON, .
In the Orphans’ Court of Montgom 6-18-3t.
Near Eagleville.
ery County, P a.: On May 22, 1908, was
presented to said Court the petition of
o r sa le.
Jacob Lambert, setting forth that Jacob
A farm of 54 acres in the borough of
Custer, Sr., and wife by deed dated April
1, 1854, and recorded at Norristown in Trappe. Numerous springs of pure water;
Deed Book No. 336, page 290, granted two streams of water running through
unto Jacob Custer, Jr.,In fee a messuage farm. Enough fine building stone (easily
and tract of land in Lower Providence quarried) on the place to build a town. A
township, said county, containing 123 bargain in real estate. For further infor
acres and 84 perches; and that John Stin mation call, Mondays or Tuesdays,
AT THIS OFFICE.
son and wifej by deed dated December 1,
1853, and recorded in Deed Book No. 336,
page 295, conveyed unto Jacob“Custer a
o t ic e .
tract of land in said township containing
In the Orphans’ Court of Montgom
6 acres and 48 perches, and that the title
of the said Jacob Custer to said land had ery County; Pennsylvania.
On June 1, 1908, was presented the peti
become vested in the petitioner by mesne
conveyance. That John Reese and Anna, tion of George W. Kochersperger, repre
senting,
inter alia, that he is the owner of
his wife, by deed dated March 30, 1797,
and recorded in Deed Book No. 10, page a certain tract of 16 acres and 35 perches,
408, had conveyed to Christian Rosen situate in the township of Lower Provi
berger, inter alia, said tract No. 1, and dence, County of Montgomery and State
the said Christian Rosenberger had died of Pennsylvania, on the westerly side of
intestate leaving to survive him his the Ridge Turnpike Road adjoining the
widow, Elizabeth Rosenberger, and eiqht Baptist Church lot.
That on November 20, 1837, certain real
children, to wit: David, John, Jacob,
Ann wife of Samuel Heckler, Barbara, estate of which the above was a part was
Hetty, Maria, and Christian; and that vested in Benjamin Davis, who being so
thereof seized, died intestate on or about
upon partition of his real estate including October
16, 1837, leaving a widow, Jemima
inter alia the above land, the Orphans’ Davis, and
four children, Thomas Davis,
Court of Montgomery county had award
(inter-married with Joseph Abra
ed to Jacob Rosenberger lot No. 2 thereof Ann
hams), Nathan Davis and Jesse Davis,
containing 85 acres and 47 perches and and
two grandchildren, Ann Elizabeth
that tbe said Jacob Rosenberger executed
recognizances and bonds dated October 11, Miller and Benjamin Davis Miller, child
1825, each conditioned for the payment of ren of Elizabeth, second child of intestate,
$227.45 on or before August 15, 1826, and who was inter-married with Henry Miller
tbe further sum of $113.72—1-2 immediately and who died during the life time of her
after the decease of Elizabeth Rosenberger, lather.
That under proceedings of the Orphans’
widow of Christian Rosenberger, unto his
said seven brothers and sisters and that Court of Montgomery County instituted
all of said bonds were satisfied for the November 20, 1837, partition was had in
first payment but that no satisfaction had the estate of Benjamin Davis, deceased:
been entered upon any of said bonds for that the jury of inquest appraised and
the amount payable after the death of the valued Tract No. 2 being composed of two
C O N D EN SED NEWS.
tracts, one of them being said tract of 16
widow.
acres and 35 perches a t Sixtv-five Dollars
THAT in the proceedings in partition in per acre, which was adjudged to Jesse
Monday, June 22.
the estate of Christian Rosenberger, Davis; that said Jesse Davis entered into
Meeting at Toronto, the Supreme Tract No. 1 was ordered to be sold and a recognizance in the sum of Nine Thous
a sale thereof to John Stinson was and Six Hundred- and 30-100 Dollars, con
Council, Independent Order of Forest that
approved by the Court and the widow’s
to pay the other heirs at law of
ers, decided to raise rates 40 to 10(1 dower as shown by the account of the ad ditioned
said descent the respective' shares due to
ministrators was $1731.66, and that the said heirs which said recognizance and the
per cent.
While Harry Stehman, of Manheim said Elizabeth Rosenberger released her moneys due thereon became a charge or
dower in said tract sold to John Stinson lien on said land (see Recognizance Docket
Pa., was picking cherries, the limb he containing
110 acres and 131 perches but
2, page 240); that more than twentywas on broke and he dropped twenty that the heirs of Christian Rosenberger No.
one years has elapsed since the principal
did not join in said release and tbe said of said encumbrance or recognizance be
feet, breaking his back.
Driven to desperation because nei real estate remained charged with the came due and payable, and no payment of
principal or interest has been made within
betrothed had told her that he would principal sum of said dower.
THAT Jacob Rosenberger having died the said period of twenty-one years on ac
hot marry her, Bessie Paruah, a pretty intestate
seized of said 85 acres and 47 count of said encumbrance or charge by
eighteen-year-old girl, at Greensburg; perches left a widow Mary and issue seven the present owner or owners of said land,
Pa., shot herself through the heart, children, to-wit: Susanna, Catharine, or so far as can be ascertained, by any of
Elizabeth, Mary, Jesse, Jacob and the predecessors in title, nor has any de
and Rudolf Bomboltiah, her lover, also Ann,
Benjamin F., and that said land was sold mand been made for payment of said
tried to kill himself.
by order of court for the payment of debts principal or interest witbin said period of
of the said Jacob Rosenberger, deceased twenty-one years.
Tuesday, June 23.
to the dower of the widow of
That on April 16, 1838, satisfaction was
Five men were seriously injured by subject
Christian Rosenberger, deoeased, and a entered on the record by Joseph Abrahams,
a scaffold collapsing at the National proportionable part of the residue of the Jessie Davis, and Ann Elizabeth! Miller
purchase money to remain in the premises “for all moneys due previous to the death
Tube works, at Pittsburg.
a dower fund for the widow of Jacob of the widow of Benjamin Davis, de
The International Sunday School as
Rosenberger, deceased, the principal of ceased,” and on September 24,1839, satis
convention will hold their next conven said dower fund to be paid to the heirs faction was entered by Thomas Davis for
and legal representatives of said Jacob like moneys; that on June 26, 1847, full
tion in San Francisco in 1911.
J. S. Bryant, a prominent pharma Rosenberger, deceased, and the amount satisfaction was entered by Joseph Abra
the dower fund of Christian Rosen hams and Ann, his wife, late Anna Davis,
cist, and Thomas Littleton, twenty-one due
berger’s estate being fixed at $1013.72 and Jesse Davis, and Benjamin D. Miller.
years old, were drowned while swim for the dower fund in the estate of Jacob
That no satisfaction was ever entered of
Rosenberger, deceased, $1089.27.
record by Nathan Davis for his share of
ming near Salisbury, N. C.
THAT no release was to be found of said valuation money which was payable
R. M. Sallier and Edward Jones,
to the death of the widow of the
wealthy cattlemen, were killed in a record of the recognizances and bonds in prior
said Benjamin Davis, deceased, nor was
the
estate
of
Christian
Rosenberger
as
duel at Albuquerque, N. M., caused by fixed in the proceedings in partition in the satisfaction ever entered of record by
a quarrel over a cattle trade.
tract awarded to Jacob Rosenberger nor Thomas Davis and Ann Elizabeth Miller
their shares of said valuation money
After being idle for the last si* of the dower of Elizabeth Rosenberger in for
land conveyed to John Stinson nor of which was payable at the decease of the
months the Plank Ridge colliery of the the
the dower of Mary Rosen berger as charged said widow of Benjamin Davis, deceased,
Thomas Coal company, at Shenandoah. in the sale of the real estate of J acob so that the satisfaction of said recogniz
Pa., resumed work, giving employmenl Rosenberger, deceased, to John Stinson ance is incomplete and Invalid as to tbe
and that all of said encumbrances are said Nathan Davis and as to the said
to 300 men and boys.
charged upon the whole or some portion Thomas Davis and Ann Elizabeth Miller;
Wednesday, June 24.
of the land of the petitioner; and that that the said widow Jemima Davis died
to 1847, and your petitioner believes
A hanging lamp fell upon Mrs. Mary Mary Rosenberger, widow of Jacob Ros prior
died many years ago and that that the said Nathan Davis, Thomas
Worrol in her home at Norristown, enberger,
Elizabeth Rosenberger, widow of Christian Davis, and...Ann Elizabeth Miller have
Pa., and badly burned her.
Rosenberger, died many years ago and long since been dead. He therefore prays
The fourteenth annual meeting oi that more than twenty-one years have the Court to direct the Sheriff of said
to give public notice to said
the Pennsylvania State Bar association elapsed since the principal of said charges county
became due and payable and that no pay parties and their respective heirs.
was held at Cape May, N. J.
Notice is hereby given to Nathan Davis,
ment has been made or demanded from tbe
The New Jersey state fish and game present owner, so far as can be ascertained Thomas Davis, and Ann Elizabeth Miller,
or
their several legal heirs or representa
commission has received exhaustive re from his predecessors in the title, within
twenty-one years; and further represent tives, to appear in said Court on Tuesday,
ports showing th at the shad season ing
that, so far as is known to the peti July 7, 1908, at 10 o’clock a. m., to show
this year was better by 100 per cent tioner, all of the persons interested in said cause why the proper decree should not be
recognizances and bonds and said three granted and satisfaction of said recogniz
than last year.
ance should not be entered upon the
Mrs. Mary Cassidy, a widow, aged dowers are long since decease^ and have record
thereof.
no living representatives upon whom per
thirty-five years, was shot and killed sonal
By the Court, .
service might be made; therefore
CHAUNCEY J. BUCKLEY, Sheriff.
at her home near Woodhaven, L. I., by praying the Court to direct the Sheriff to
O. L. Evans, Attorney for Petitioner.
Victor Henry, a rejected suitor, who give notice to all parties in interest.
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa., June 3,
Notice is hereby given to David Rosen 1908.
then turned the revolver on himself,
6-11.
berger, John Rosenberger, Jacob Rosen
dying instantly.
berger, Ann wife of Samuel Heckler, Barbarat Rosenberger, Hetty Rosenberger,
n t iq u e w o r k f o r s a l e .
PRODUCE QUOTATtONS
Maria Rosenberger and Christian Rosen
One 7-foot lawn settee, 2 single
berger, children of Christina Rosenberger,
and to Susanna Rosenberger, chairs, flower vase. Price, $30. Apply to
The Latest Closing Prices In the deceased,
JOSEPH JEWELL, Trappe, Pa.
Catharine Rosenberger, Ann Rosenberger, 6-11.
Principal Markets.
Elizabeth Rosenberger, Mary Rosenberger,
PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR weak; Jesse Rosenberger. Jacob Rosenberger,
winter extras, new, $3.50@3.65; Penn and Benjamin F. Rosenberger, children of r i C. POLEY,
sylvania roller, clear, $3.90 @ 4; city Jacob Rosenberger, deceased, and to all
mills, fancy, $5.70@5.85. RYE FLOUR other persons being the heirs and legal
Tinsmith and Roofer,
quiet; per barrel, $4.40@4.50. WHEAT representatives of the said Christian Ros
weak; No. 2 red, western, 91% @92c. enberger, deceased, and Jacob Rosenberger, LIMERICK, PA. Roofing and spouting
CORN firm; No. 2 yellow, local, 79% deceased, who are interested in the said done; roofs painted. Repair work a
@80c. OATS quiet; No. 2 white, clip- recognizances or bonds or afly or all of specialty. Dealer in heaters, ranges, tin
ed, 58% @ 69c.; lower grades, 56c. said three dowers, to appear in the Or ware, galvanized iron, etc.
6-18-3m.
[AY dull; timothy, large bales, $15. phans’ Court of Montgomery County on
PORK steady; family, per barrel, Tuesday, the 7th day of July, 1908, at 10
$18.50. BEEF steady; beef hams, per o’clock a. m., to show cause why said T U. TYSON,
barrel, $25@26. POULTRY: Live firm; recognizances and bonds and said three
hens, 18@13%c.; old roosters, 9%c. dowers should not be released and dis
Mason and Bricklayer,
Dressed steady; choice fowls, 13c.; charged of record from the land bound
old roosters, 10c. BUTTER steady; thereby. By the oourt,
LIMERICK, PA.
extra creamery, 27c. EGGS steady;
CHAUNCEY J. BUCKLEY, Sheriff.
Stone, brick, and cement work neatly exe~
selected, 20@22c.; nearby, 17c.; west-, Larzelere and Gibson, attorneys for
cuted. Estimates furnished and contracts
ern, 18c. POTATOES steady; new,
taken.
4-30-3m.
petitioner.
per barrel, $3 @3.50.
Office, Norristown, Pa., May 28,
BALTIMORJ5—WHEAT firm; No. 2 Sheriff’s
1908.
JO H 5J G. BAYLOR,
spot, 95@95%c.; steamer No. 2 spot,
86%@86%c.;
southern,
88@91%c.
AGENT FOB THE CELEBRATED
CORN steady; mixed spot, 75%@
s t a t e n o t ic e .
75%c.; steamer mixed, 71%@72c.;
Estate of William S. Buckwalter,
southern, 79%c. OATS firm; white, late of Lower Providence township, Mont
No. 2, 59%c.: No. 3, 58%@59c.; No. 4, gomery counts, Pa., deceased. Letters of
S5@56c.; mixed, No. 2, 56%@57c.; administration upon said estate having
No. 3; 65@55%c.. BUTTER steady; been granted to the undersigned, all per
creamery separator extras, 24% @25c.; sons indebted to the estate are requested
held, 19@20c.; prints, 25@26c.; Mary to make immediate payment, and those *
land and Pennsylvania dairy prints, 16 having claims against the same to pre
@17c. EGGS firm; fancy Maryland, sent them without delay to
Pennsylvania, Virginia and W est Vir
KATE S. BUCKWALTER,
Administratrix.
ginia, 17c.; southern, 16c.
Collegeville P. O., Pa.
Live Stock Markets.
And the l _ i o n F e n c e .
HE
PITTSBURG (Union Stock Yards)—
Both are among the very best fencing era
CATTLE lower; choice, $7@7.25;
the market and for cheapness and dura
prime, $6.65@6.90. SHEEP lower;
^ L A U N C H E D N A «- bility cannot be excelled. For particulars
prime wethers, $4.65@4.75; culls and
common, $2@3; lambs, $5@6.50; veal Will make trips from COLLEGEVILLE apply to
calves, $7@7.50. HOGS higher; prime
heavies, mediums and heavy Yorkers, MILLS to GLEN ISLAND, and return, JOHN G. SAYLOR, Near Eagleville, Pa.;
$6.25@6.30; light Yorkers, $6 ; pigs, every evening and on Sundays. Round R. D. No. 1, Norristown. Bell ’phone 45-Mj
! 15.50; roughs. $4.75@5.25.
4-2-3m.
trip, 5 cents.
dress
6-11.

C., INDEPENDENT,
Collegeville, Pa.
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SHORT STORY A N D M ISCELLANY.
“Zero are so many cars,” whimpered
, A STRANGE PAGEANT.
the count, turning up the collar of his
light overcoat, “we cannot Identify ze Annual March of Mohammedans to the
CAPITAL, $250,000.00
SURPLUS, $250,000.00
villain.” His thin voice shook with
Tomb
of
Moses.
rage.
One
of
the
strangest
of
all
the
pag
<C%e Oldest ‘Crust Company in M ontgomery County
“It is a white car. There are not
many going this way. You see we eants which are to be seen in Jerusa
lem is the annual march of the Mo
PER CENT* INTEREST paid by this Company
B y C L A H I S S A M A C K .I E
are meeting some. None of them is
hammedans to the tomb of Moses. To
whitei I have ordered Francois to them, as well as to Christians and
tor every day the money is on d e p o sit,-T h e Com
Copyrighted, 1308, by Associated
spare nothing to make the time.” The Jews, Moses is a prophet of the high
Literary Press.
pany
having paid to its Savings Depositors 3 per
chauffeur, bending low over the steer est honor. But, rejecting the traditions
=0 ing
wheel, let out the speed a little of the Hebrews, they refuse to believe
cent, interest for over 2 3 years
“Of course I do not wish to marry more, and the machine swayed from
the count.” said Miss Bernard petu side to side with a zipping, tearing that he was buried in a valley in the
f i n d is known for its
land of Moab, as is described in the
lantly. “If Aunt Dorlnda gave you to grind that precluded any further con last chapter of Deuteronomy. Instead
understand”— She paused significantly. versation.
STRENGTH a n d s a f e t y - c o n s e r v a t i v e m e t h o d s
they assert that he was buried where
Watchful and observant, Miss Leigh he breathed his last, upon the summit
“She did give me to understand that
CARE AND INTEGRITY-COURTESY AND LIBERALITY
the affair was settled,” muttered Em and her guest sank into silence, and an of Mount Nebo.
AND SOLIDITY
Therefore each year at the time of
ory, his gloomy eyes fixed on the hour passed as they whirred their way
through town and village, eluding vig the Greek Easter the faithful gather
flashing sails In the harbor. “In fact, ilant constables with reckless daredev
A d s as Executor, Administrator, Guardian, Trustee, Assignee
she Intimated that Americans cut no iltry on the part of Francois, who was by thousands in the early morning be
and Receiver, Executing Trusts of Every Description.
fore
the
site
of
the
temple
of
Solomon
ice In the m atter.”
drunk with a lust of speed. On the in perfect silence waiting for day
“Poor auntie loves a title," sighed outskirts of the city Miss Leigh or break. Later the strange scene of quiet
‘Deposits o f One Dollar and upward received by this Company
Jean, ruffing her pretty hair distracted dered him to slow down, and presently Is entirely transformed, fanatics danc
ly. “Why couldn’t she marry the count the machine panted motionless at the ing and preaching, hordes of dervishes
118 W est Main Street, Norristown, Penn a.
roadside while Miss Leigh and the whirling about in mysterious “sacred”
herself?”
count
took
counsel
together.
dances and hundreds of exhorters rous
Emory got upon his feet with sudden
At th at instant, out of the darkness Ing the enthusiasm of their fellows.
alacrity. There was fire In his red
behind them, there shot a triangular
brown eyes and determination in the ray of light, and a white car swooped The scene is gaudy with hundreds of
red and green banners, and the only
lines of his strong jaw.
down and stopped beside them.
semblance of order is in the semirega“I f Miss Leigh marries the county
“Oh, Aunt Dorlnda! How could lar organizations of marchers.
will you marry me, Jean?” he asked you?” came Jean’s reproachful young
At last the procession forms, with
DeKalb and Main Sts.
voice.
delightedly.
the banners borne ahead, an iman
“Count,
I
am
sure
you
can
make
bearing
the
yataghan
of
the
prophet
Miss Bernard stared; then she laugh
since its organization has paid ovd?
some explanation!” thundered Emory a short, straight edged sword used by
ed merrily.
the armies of Mohammed—and after $ 4 7 5 , 0 0 0 to its depositors in
“Why not? W ith auntie’s craving In stentorian tones.
Your Choice in STORE GOODS at bed
“How could I what? What do you 'them more dancers and marchers.
for a titled position satisfied, I believe
interest on their ac
A large part of the population of Je
mean, Jean? Such impertinence on
rock prices awaits you at
I might— Don’t—not yet!” She ward your part, Mr. Emory! Why—I under rusalem gathers about the gate, out of
counts.
ed off Emory’s Impulsive movement stood—I received a note saying that which the procession moves toward
and sought refuge behind a high back you and Jean were eloping, and of the Mount of Olives, but few besides $ 2 6 5 , 0 0 0 to its stockholders in
dividends on their
course—of course—the count and I were the faithful endeavor to obtain a place
in the ranks of marchers, since death
stock.
pursuing you!”
“It didn’t look like it, Miss Leigh,” has often been the penalty of an at And has accumula
said Emory in a muffled voice. “It tempt by a non-Mohammedan to make
$ 3 0 0 ,0 0 0
would be most ridiculous for Jean and this march to “Nebi-Mouea,” the “tomb ted a surplus of
Our large and well assorted stock of
me to elope, for Jean is going to marry of Moses.”
IT
IS
liberal
to
its
depositors.
SPRING and SUMMER DRESS GOODS
Traders
of
many
kinds
invade
the
me anyway, but as soon as we heard
includes Lawns, Dimities, Percales, Laces,
Conservative in its investments.
of your el—er—that is, as soon as we camp, for the marchers remain at the
Embroideries, &c. Stock of Muslins, Cali
Careful in its management.
heard that the count had kidnaped mosque five'days, and all their sup
coes, and Ginghams, complete.
plies must be bought from the wan
you”—
If not a Depositor, would it not pay
dering
merchants,
who
make
a
bust
“Eet ees a lie! I haf not done zat
you to become one ?
thing!” vociferated the count’s voice ness of looking after their needs. Aft
out of the darkness. “Eet ees ze young er the first excitement fanaticism
Carpet S weepers ,
mademoiselle zat I lofe! Without her yields to good humor, and games and
banter
fill
the
time
for
those
who
I am—deespairing beggar for lofe!”
S ix D ifie re u t S ty le s.
“You are making a scene, count,” re have paid their duties at the tomb.
The mosque on Nebo is one of the
monstrated Miss Leigh coldly. “As
for you, Jean, you have broken my most sacred of Mohammedan shrines
GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS in
heart. I did not know you were so de and one of the most difficult for a
variety. Dress and Neglige Shirts that
Christian
to
approach.
ceitful! When I spoke about the cha
will please buyers.
An English traveler who brought an
teau and”— ?
order
from
the
porte
was
denied
ad
‘Mademoiselle,” whispered the count
THE BEST MADE SHOES to suit all
with passionate intensity, “why not mittance, and. although in recent years
tastes—Patent Colt, Vici Kid, and other
it
has
become
possible
to
enter,
it
is
conzole my loneliness—and go wiz m e' too early yet to forget the experience
styles.
We will enjoy ze plaisure—ze beauty
12 styles to choose from ; from $1.25 to
of
one
traveler
who
came
bearing
a
of Loire”—
THE GROCERY DEPARTMENT con
order of admittance from the sultan $3.00. Russia Calf Ox., $1.75, $2.00, $2 50.
‘Why—why,” stammered Miss Leigh himself.
Patent Colt Ox., $1.50, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00- tains anything required in good, fresh, de
“ W H Y — W H Y ,” BTA M M EBED M ISS L E IG H
confusedly—“why not?”
C O N F U SE D L Y — “ W H I N O T ? " '
pendable stock.
“This firman,” the guardian priest Comfort Oxfords, $1.50, $1.75.
said, “commands me to let you enter the
ed chair. “And ndw be off about your
The undersigned will furnish and erect
Learn to Obey.
mosque. “Very well; you can enter. Children’s Russet Shoes
business, Mr. Marriage Broker!”
SUMMER HORSE CLOTHING, Lap ID R A L B O IL E R S and guarantee satis
Learn to obey! By obedience I do But think well before you do so, for
She smiled derisively at him. Emory not mean a merely outward submission
and Oxfords^ all kinds and sizes, 85c Spreads, &c., &c.
faction. Will also furnish and erect the
to $1.75.
picked up his hat and ran down the to outward force and authority, but the I find nothing written here about let
F R E E D B O IL E R S — excellent steam
ting
you
out
again!”
steps.
LAWN MOWERS, strong, easy run makers, safe, and satisfactory—manufact
voluntary subordination of one’s own
Comfort Shoes for Women
“W hat are your engagements for this will under the will of a better and
ured by the Steam Fitters’ Heater Company
ning, and clean cutters.
evening, Jean?” he asked calmly.
Measuring a Spirit.
of Collegevllle. Windmills furnished and
$1.50, $2.00; Julietts, the Summer
higher intelligence. He who has not
A man of St. Joseph, Mo., relates a
“The dance a t the Bicknells’, of learned to do this in childhood will
Full line of HARDWARE. POULTRY erected, Hand Pumps supplied and placed,
Shoe, $1.25, $1.50.
course!”
WIRE NETTING, all sizes.
and all kinds of Steam Fitting and Plumb
have great difficulty in learning it in •tory in connection with a spiritualistic
“And Miss Leigh—and the count?”
ing done at reasonable prices.
later life; he will rarely get beyond meeting once held in that town. A Y oung W om en ’s S h o e s In G reat
"They dine with Mrs. fcrake and the deplorable and unhappy state that man named Daniel Miller, who was
V ariety.
some six feet seven inches In height
come to the dance afterward.”
vacillates between outward submission had
died recently.
“I will see you at Bicknells’, Jean. and uproarious rebellion. No greater
4-4.
C O LLEG E V IL L E , P A .
The ■spirit of Daniel was called for
Come early, dear,” he said brazenly.
wrong can be done to childhood than by some one a t the seance mentioned.
“Run away, you bold, bad, mere the one caused by our desire to spare
American!” retorted Miss Bernard sau it the necessity of obeying. Whoever When it had appeared and announced
Main S t , Norristown, Pa.
clly; then she watched him as he strode conceives the duty of the educator to its readiness to reply to any question,
down the path and on to the shore consist in giving in to all desires of some one asked:
*
“Are you in heaven?”
road, a warm light In her gray eyes. the child, In gratifying all its wishes,
5
---IT
W
ILL
----“Yes.”
came
from
the
shade
of
Dan
P H G E N IX
“I would whether auntie married the makes himself guilty of the gravest
n
count or not,” she murmured mysteri sin toward his child. He denies it iel.
“Are you an angel, Dan?”
ously.
m
what, in view of its future mission, it
I
“Yes.”
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
cannot afford to lose—namely, the ex
At this juncture the questioner
*
“Bet ees ze beautifulness of ze even ercise in voluntarily subordinating its paused, having apparently exhausted
---- TO VISIT-----ing zat appeals to my lovaire soul,
own will under necessity, be it a nat his fund of questions. But, to the
gurgled Count Leon Despagne as he ural or a social one. — Professor F. amusement of all, he suddenly added,
joined Miss Dorlnda Leigh on the ve Paulson, University of Berlin, in Edu “And what do you measure from tip to
i
randa of the Fr&ke mansion.
cational Review.
tip, Dan?”—St. Louis Republic.
86
AND
138
W
.
¡MAIN
ST
..
Miss Leigh adjusted a lorgnette to
H a rd w a re, C utlery, m ech a n ics’
her high bridged nose and peered up
Strange Feats of Eye and Hand.
Took Kindly to the Water.
Where you can get GOOD SERVICEABLE
at the star jeweled sky and then over
An expert who prided himself upon
T o o ls, m ill S u p p lie s,
§
8HOE8 for Men, Women and Children
They tell this story of the experience
the moonlit bay, with its hundred an the smallness of his writing sent the of two Maine boys in trying to catch
at the LOWE8T PO88IBLE
i
PRICES.
chor lights vaguely Indicating the president of the French academy a a woodchuck:
whereabouts of pleasure c ra ft
grain of wheat on which he had w rit
m
They had tried quite a number of
We give $10.00 of Crown Trading Stamps
" It is very pleasant,” she replied ten 221 words. A Polish poet wrote times to capture the animal, but un &f=PaiEts
on all purchases of $1.00 or more.
§ In making your purchases at
practically, “but of course it cannot all of Homer’s “Illiad” on a piece of successfully. At last they decided to
FENTON'S STORE. Years of
* experience
compare with your own country! The paper which could be rolled up small drown him out; so, procuring four
CEMENT8 AND PLASTER,
enables the proprietor
romance, the beauty, the stateliness of enough to go Into a nutshell.
to know just what to buy, how m
pails, each took two, and they carried
C
H
A
S
.
A
.
S
A
B
tiL
O
S
K
Y
,
the old chateau”— She sighed luxuri
In the sixteenth century a man named w ater for two solid hours and poured
HOUSEFURNISHING GOOD8 ,
to buy, and how to sell the thou
ously.
Mark offered to Queen Elizabeth a gold it into the hole in the ground in which
26 AND 188 W. MAIN STREET,
sand and more articles kept in
“Ah, eet ees glorious, ze vale de chain of fifty links. The chain was so the said chuck had taken up his abode.
stock in a thoroughly equipped
10-11.
NORKI8TOWN, PA.
Loire, ze magnificent Chateau Despagne. fine It could not be seen unless It was Getting tired, they sat down. After
m general
1
store.
Ah, mademoiselle, what ees all of eet put on a sheet of white paper., To about half an hour the woodchuck
m
without your beautiful niece? You prove Its lightness Mark tied It to a fly, cautiously left the hole and deliberate
In DRY GOODS, GROCER
i
haf been so kind, so gracious, you are which flew away with It. The most ly walked down to the brook and took
IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED
quite — sure?”
His voice quavered curious fact in this matter, which re a long drink of water and then scooted,
GOODS,
or in any department of
-o---doubtfully.
quired so extraordinary a facility of much to the disgust of the two boys.
Jobbers and Retailers of HARDWARE,
the big store on the corner you I
E s ta b lis h e d • - 1875.
“There is no doubt about it, count,” touch for making this ornament, was
will find what you want at the
FAINTS, TOOLS, ETC.,
returned Miss Leigh in a tone of deci that Mark was a blacksmith, accus
right price.
Mexican Rapid Transit.
sion. “Of course Miss Bernard is quite tomed to all kinds of heavy tools all
The queerest mode of travel I saw
young, but I assure you she is not as day long.
Ready-made Pantaloons and iti
i
In all Mexico was th at adopted by a
A Spaniard, Joseph Faba, made a woman who was on her way to the N o . 2 0 5 B rid ge S t.,
thoughtless as she may appear, and 1
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed's
n
am quite sure that your affection is carriage as large as a grain of w heat doctor, seated complacently in a chair
Boots and Shoes are among the 9
P H ffiSIX V IL L E , HA.
reciprocated.”
Under a magnifying glass it was pos borne on the back of a man. Some
m specialties.
iti
The count grasped her thin white sible to see the interior fitted up with Mexican women are afraid even of the Both ’Phones. J. P. STETLER, Manager.
m
hand with an ecstatic cry. At that mo seats, every detail being carried out to mule cars, while they look upon the
and Glassware, Paints,
I Oil,Crockery
ment a servant approached them. “A perfection.
Putty, Hardware.
AND
rapidly spinning trolley with such
note for Miss Leigh,” he said.
trembling of knees they cannot be per
§
Gents' Furnishing Goods in
Miss Leigh went to the drawing
Sura of Water.
suaded to put foot upon It. Unable to
variety.
Sir Joseph Prestwich had bought In pay coach hire; they employ the human
room window and perused the note in
(Successor to John S. Kepler,)
the stream of light that sifted through 1864 a small estate near Sevenoaks, on carrier at a few cents for each trip.—
the lace draperies. When she turned which he built a residence, but it was Travel Magazine.
**
IN VARIETY
her face was quite white and her high up on a dry and treeless chalk
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection i
hands shook tremulously.
down. Where was w ater to be found?
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water
Unchanged.
“Order my car around, please,” she
So confident was Prestwich in re
Ices. Special attention given to snpplving
“I met Dunkey today for the first
Weddings and Parties.
TRAPPE, PA. -:
said to the servant, and as he departed spect of water supply that he at once time in years. He hasn’t changed
she whispered to the count: “This is engaged an old well digger to sink a much.”
JOHN H. CUSTER.
UOI.LKGKVILLR, PA.
$|
terrible! I have ju st received news well 168 feet deep. The boring pro
“Oh, he hasn’t changed a t all, but he
23ju.
<!OLL RGEVTLLE. PA. i
th a t my niece has eloped with that ceeded, but when a depth of 166 feet doesn’t seem to realize it.”
villainous young Emory! Will you join was reached the two workmen went to
**
“How do you mean?”
me in the pursuit, dear count?”
the city and sought an interview with
“Oh, he’s forever talking about ‘what
“Sacre!” muttered the count bitterly their employer, whom they found at a fool he used to be.’ ”—Philadelphia
l.s he followed Miss Leigh to the draw- his desk. They explained that there Press.
1
lig room to make their adieus. Five was no sign of w ater and th at in their
against loss by death from disease or aeciminutes later they were seated in the opinion it was useless to bore to a
dent 1n the L O W E R P R OVI DE NC E
At the Play.
fcmneau of the huge vehicle and whirl greater depth. “Go on,” was the quiet
MUTUAL LIVE STOCK IN8URAN( E CO
“Talk about realism!” exclaimed Mr
I
will
have
the
assistance
of
Daniel
Shuler,
Full amount of appraisement paid when loss
ing rapidly along the shore road to rejoinder. “You will come upon water Housekeep.
Dead Anim als Removed
an undertaker of many years’ experience, occurs.
ward the east.
tomorrow. You are within two feet of
“Well?”
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest
I.
Z.
REINER,
President.
As the miles curled out from under It.” Next day it proved exactly as
FREE OF CHARGE.
“That housemaid making dabs at the expectations of those who will entrust me to
D. M. CASSELBERRY, Secretary.
the tires Miss Leigh gasped scanty par Prestwich had foretold, and ever' aft furniture and never hitting it looks serve them.
I will pay $1.00 for Dead Horses and
WM. H. BOLTD, Treasurer, Audubon.
ticulars of the flight.
er, among many of the denizens of the awful natural to me.”—Louisville Cou
$1.00 for Dead Cows.
Will meet trains at all Stations. Or
„ “I t was an anonymous letter, from valley, he had the reputation, much to rier-Journal.
ders received by telephone or telegraph. -25
A p p r a ise r s:
’Phone—Bell, 11-L.
soipe friend, I suppose. They eloped his amusement, of not being quite
THEO.
DETWILER,
Eagleville; H. H.
from the Blcknell dance in his auto- “canny.”—“Life and Letters of Sir Jo
ROBISON,
Collegevtlle;
W.
E.
BEAN,
Never suffer the prejudice of the eye
ET YOUR P o ste r « P r in te d of Trooper; JAMES A. MORGAN, 61 East G eo. W . S c h w e ik e r,
w^bilo. sroins: toward the e a s t”
seph Prestwich.”
to determine the heart.—Zimmerman.
Use In d e p e n d e n t Off)«*.
Penn St., Norristown.
PRO VI DR VCR SQ U A R E, P A .

The Affair of
the Count.

Montgomery
Trust
Company

3

Norristown Tru st Co.

Home
Keepers

B im b a i's Store

H. L . N Y C E ,

J. H .-B O L T O N ,

E. G. Brownback, Trappe.

- When in Norristown -

P A Y YOU

SABELOSKY’S SHOE STORES,

§
I

I YOD WILL

i

ant Painters’ Supplies

I

HAKE NO I
MISTAKE I

m
m
m

TheN.ILBenjam ffi Go.

T H E OLD S T A N D

m

Ii

Choice Bread

FRANK W. SHALKOP,

I

Cakes I

Undertaker » Embaimer

W . P. F E ÏT 0 Ï, 1

§

Insure Your Horses « ^ m
I

G

SHORT STORY AND M ISCELLANY

CLAMER’S GRIST MILL,

S T R iK iis ra

REDUCTIONS

Collegeville, Penna.,
'Do the BEST CHOPPING and is the BEST PLACE to get the BEST FEED, such as
Z"Wheat Bran, Corn Bran, No. 1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, Oats
’Feed for plenty of milk, etc., etc.,

IN

MEN S CLOTHES

A T T H E L O W E S T CA SH P R IC E .
Our excellent equipment and obliging employes enable us to supply your needs
BETTER and QUICKER than any other mill.
Give us a call and we will supply your wants at short notice.

F . J. C L A M E R .
EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.

“It’s Just Like This!”
When you have occasion to introduce
any Plumbing Fixtures, or to have your
home heated with steam or hot water, you
want only the most skillful mechanics to
plan and execute the work.

“ It’s Just Like T his!”

This is not a lot of Clothes
taken haphazard from stock and
reduced prices marked on them,
and neither is it a lot of odds
and ends bought for reduced
selling; but our entire stock of
superior, three-piece suits is re
duced just one - fourth—none
are reserved and you can buy
to-day our unusual clothes for
less than you will have to pay
for the ordinary kind elsewhere.
$25.00 Suits
$22.50 Suits
$20.00 Suits
$18.00 Suits
$16.50 Suits
$15.00 Suits
$12.50 Suits
$10.00 Suits

Plumbing Fixtures, or a Heating
Apparatus, are not put in for a day. Under
proper conditions they last for generations.

“ It’s Ju st Like T h is !”
We are prepared to submit plans and install the latest style
Plumbing Fixtures, or the most efficient Steam or Hot Water
Heating Apparatus, at the lowest price consistent with good
material and workmanship.

now $18.75.
now $16.88.
nôw $15.00.
now $13.50.
now $12.38.
now $11.25.
now $9.38.
now $7.50.

STRAY,HATS for Particalar Men

For the man that is particular as
to style, quality and fit of his straw
hat, this is the store. Style' and
“ It’s Ju st Like T his!”
quality are right because every
When you find it necessary to have any repairs made, send straw hat here comes direct from
us your orders. W e will not keep you waiting, nor will we put tbe best makers’ shops to us, which
means not only better hats but
you to any avoidable inconvenience.
lower pri<$es than usual. Fit?
There’s the rub. If your head is
not just the same shape as the bat,
i-ia.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA,
you’ll have to wear a bat two sizes
too large with enough room in the
back to stick your fist up. Not so
here; we make ’em fit any shape
I am fully equipped at my New
1
head, and comfortably, too. Prices
1 Location, Ridge Pike, one-third
start
at 50c. and, go upwards to $5.
mile South of Perkicmen Bridge,
to serve my old patrons and In f t
§ vite new ones to give me a trial. I

GEO. F. CLAMER,

m
n All work guaranteed.
an d B u s in e s s
m C Wa rriages
agons B u ilt to O rder

1i
1

m
m

Be caretul cot to place your orders for
Buildiug or other Lumber until we have had
a chance to estimate on your wants. We
are certain to give you entire satisfaction as
as to the Lumber itself and its delivery.
IWe may save you a dollar or two, also.
| Come and see us.

I

m

Coolest Underwear, 35c, forth 50c.

§
Cob-Web Crepe is its name, and
i it’s just as cool as its name signifies.

1
a t R ig h t P r ic e s.
Now ready for Spring Painting 1
and Varnishing. Rubber Tiring
done in the shop. Horseshoeing
and General Repairing. Keystone 1
’Phone.
tt
R . H . G RATER,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

g

at

S. G RO SS FRY’S

Livery - Boarding Stable

For the past four years we’ve sold
it for 50c., and it proved its worth.
Just because tbe mill failed, one
case only is here, that we are sell
ing at 35c. a garment, or three for
$ 1. 00.

R. M. R O O T ,
221 H ig h S tr e e t,
PO T T ST O W N . PA .

W . H. GRISTOCK’S SONS
COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

- FURNITURE -

/,

SPRING IS COMING—THE TIME FOR
MAKING CHANGES IN YOUR

THE ENTERPRISE

b

MARBLE MS—AND—

f G - r a n ite

HOUSEFURNI8HINGS.

Railroad House, Collegeville, Pa. T b e fir st th in g to d e c id e . I s :
Good teams furnished promptly at rea'
sonable prices. Moving and heavy haul
2-20
ing done.

o r k s .

¡H. E. B R A N D T * * Proprietor.

>

4*> J|A

When in Norristown, Pa..
ST O P AT T H E

Walnut Street and Seventh
Ave., Royersford, Pa.

RAMBO HOUSE.
(Opposite Court House).

■FIRST-CLASS WORK. LOW PRICES.

-----oOo---g~jpr~ First-class Accommodations for Mar

m ade to o r d e r

.

I jJgFull
of harness supplies, saddles,
» Id le s , boots, blankets foL summer and
RvpirToit?ie^ ° ? ,m8> combs, brushes, &c.
REPAYING OF HARNE88 a specialty.
®',Also choice grade cigars. Special atteni » ° n to box trade.

w . E. JOHNSON,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA
■K
T ® W W HERALD
AX R O O K B IN D E R Y . Binding,
JfobRuHng, Perforating, Paging, Number
ing, Blank Books for Banks and Business
sijimiifrt
8Pe?!al a*tention. Magazines
|fflound 8’™
and!611repairing
done quickly and
B dd^ss

Estlmates cheerfully furnished.
MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor.

Before making your choice, it will be to
your advantage to call and examine stock
and secure prices at

The Callegeritle Furniture Store
Where it is always a pleasure to SHOW
GOODS.
A FULL LINE of all grades of

Furniture and Housefurn
ishing Goods in Stock.
Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths and Lin
oleums.
Picture Frames made to order.
Carpets cleaned and relayed.

OTICE TO TAXPAYERS.
County T a x es.

■■■— ■■■•■ ■

... -

o

In pursuance to an act of Assembly approved
March 17, 1868, and supplementary acts
thereto, the Treasurer of Montgomery County
will meet tbe Taxpayers of said County at the
following named places and time for the purose of receiving the County, State and bog
axes for the year 1908, assessed in their re
spective districts, viz:
Lower Merlon township, Lower and Bala Dis
T*y r'R A .JSfK . H O W E .
tricts, at the public house of Edward Odell,
Gen. Wayne Hotel, Friday, June 19, from 11 a.
m. to 1 p. m.
Copyrighted, 1908, by Associated
Literary Press. *
Lower Merlon, East District, at the Pencoyd
Post Office, Friday, June 19, from 2 to 3 p. m.
— 1■“ - ■ ■ ■
O
Horsham township, at the public house of J.
Archibald Harris, better known to
K. Hallo well, Honday, July 6, from 9 to 11 a. m.
his one time friends as “Redney,” in
Moreland township, Lower District, at the
public house of Frank Shuck, Sorrel Horse graceful allusion to his brightly colored
Hotel, Monday, July 6, from 12.30 to 2.30 p. m. thatch of hair, gazed disconsolately
Hatboro Borougb, at the public house of
Cyrus C. Moore, Hatboro, Monday, July 6, Into the shop window while the warm,
from 3 to 6 p m.
enticing odor of freshly baked bread
Moreland township, Upper District, at the
public house of Charges F. Ehrenpfort, at W il-, came through the grating beneath the
low Grove, Tuesday, July 7, irom 7 to 9 a. m.
window.
Abington township, Abington and Weldon
He was debating whether to buy a
Districts, at the public house of Daniel Man
ning, Weldon, Tuesday, July 7, from 9.30 to 11.80 loaf of bread and make an evening
a. m.
Cheltenham township, West, First, Second meal or to save his sole remaining dime
and Third Districts, at the public house of Han for a bed after he should have had a
nah £. Clayton, Edge Hill, Tuesday, July 7,
cup of coffee and a thick slice of bread
from 1 to 3 p. m.
Skippack township, at the public house of on the “bread lihe.” The bread line
Wm. I. Forrey, Skippaok, Wednesday. July 8, did not open until 1 o’clock, and Red
from 9 to 11 a. m.
To wameusingtownship, at the public house of ney decided in favor of supper imme
S. C. Bean, Kulpsvilie, Wednesday, July 8, diately. He was used to sleeping in
from 12 30 to 3.30 p. m.
the open, but he was unused to going
Lower Salford township, West District, at
the public house of C. S. Keyser, Lederachville, hungry.
Thursday, July 9, from 8.80 to 11 a. m.
He half turned to go inside the bak
Lower Salford township, East District, at the ery when his attention was attracted
public house of Chas. Tyson, Harleysville,
to a girl who had joined him before
Thursday, July 9, from 12.80 to 4.30 p. m.
Franconia township, West District, at the the plate glass. She was not uncomely,
public house of Harry B, Keller, Franconia In spite of a certain shabbiness, and
Square, Friday, July 10, from 7 a. m. to 12 m.
Franconia township, East District, at the something seemed to stamp her as one
public house of Morris K. Bosenberger, Reli of the homeless. With quick sympathy
ance, Friday, July 10, from 1.30 to 3.30 p. m.%
Redney turned to her.
Salford township, at the public house of
“You hungry, too, sister?” he de
Daniel M. Kober, Tylersport, Monday, Ju4y 13,
from 9 to 11 a. m.
manded.
West Telford Borough, at the public house of
The girt sprang back a t the sound of
John M. Kuhn, Monday, July 13, from 1 to 3
his voice and made as though to move
p. m.
Souderton Borough, at the public house of on, but the “too” was a common bond
William H. Freed, Tuesday, July 14, from8 a. of sympathy, and she nodded silently.
m. to 2 p. m.
“Ain’t had nothin’ since last night,”
Hatfield township and Hatfield Borough, at
the public bouse of Chester Knipe, Hatfield, she affirmed. “The landlady threw me
Wednesday, July 16, from 7 a. m. to 12 m.
out because I owe three weeks’ board,
Lansdale Borough, South Ward, at the pub
lic bouse of Harry B. Krause, Wednesday, July and there ain’t a chance in town for a
15, from 1.30 to 4^p. m.
Job.”
Lansdale Borough, East Ward, at the public
“Come on'in,” he Invited, leading the
house of Alfred J. George,'Thursday, July 16,
way to the door. The girl stood silent
from 7 to 11 a. m.
while Redney purchased a loaf of
Lansdale Borougb, West Ward, at the public
house of RobertO. Lownes, Thursday, July 16, bread and half a dozen cakes, deposit
from 11.80 a. m. to 3.30 p. m.
Upper Providence, Lower District, at Provi- ing the last dime. Then he led the
d*enee Hall, Friday, July 17, from 8.30 to 10.30 way to one of the small parks and di
a. m.
vided the loaf and the cakes with her.
Montgomery township, at the public house of
Both devoured the bread ravenously,
Harry Workheiser. Montgomeryville, Friday,
July 17, from 2 to 4 p. m.
and neither spoke until the last crumb
Pottstown. Borough, West Ward, at the pub
lic house of W. R. Shuler, Monday, July 20,
from 10 a. m. to 4 p. m.
West Pottsgrove township, at the public
house of Joseph M. Setlinger, Bramcote, Tues
day, July 21, from 8 to 9 a. m.
Pottstown Borough, Second and Third wards,
at the public house of Harry Gilbert, Tuesday,
July 21, from 10.30 a. m. to 4 p. m .
Lower Pottsgrove township, at the public
house of Wm. H Levengood, Pleasant View
Hotel, Wednesday, July 22, from 7 30 to 9 a. m.
Pottstown Borough, Sixth and Seventh wards,
at the public house of Maurice Gilbert, Wednes
day, July 22, from 9 30 to 3 p. m .
Upper Pottsgrove township, at the public
house of Samuel Geiger, Half-Way House
Hotel, Thursday, July 23, from 8 to 9 a. m.
Pottstown Borough, Eighth and Tenth wards,
at the public house of W. W. Breudliuger,
Thursday, July 23, from 10 a. m. to 3 p. m.
Pottstown Borough, Ninth ward, at the pub
lic houseef N athan S. Hartenstine, York Street
Hotel, Friday, July 24, from 7 to 10 a. m.
Pottstown Borougb, Fourth and Fifth wards,
at the public house of Harry H. Smith, Friday,
July 24, from 10.30 to 8 p. m.
Upper Salford township, at the public house i
of S. N. Smith, Woxall, Monday, July 27, from
8 to 10 30 a. m.
Marlborough township, at the public house of 1
J os. S. Klein, Sumneytown, Monday, July 27, j
from 11 a. m. to 2.30 p. m.Greenlane Borough, at the public house of
John A. Haring, Monday, July 27, from 3 to 4.30
p. m.
New Hanover township, East District, at the
public house of Alfred H. B. Fox, Pleasant Run,
Tuesday, July 28, from 7 to 8.30 a. m .
Red Hill Borough, at ths public house of C.
U. Bergey, Tuesday, July 28, from 9.30 to 11
a. m.
Pennsburg Borougb, and Upper Hanover,
First District at the public house of Chas. A. “ TO D B E T X A IN ’T ,” WAS TH E FERVENT
Kneule, Tuesday, July 28, from 12.30 to 3 p. m.
ASSURANCE.
East Greenville Borough and Upper Hanover
tow uship, Third District, at the public house of of cake had been eaten. Then the girl
Harvey E. Werly, East Greenville, Wednesday,
turned to her companion.
July 29, from 7 a. m. to 3 p. m.
“You’re all to the good,” she declared
Upper Hanover township, Second'District, at
the public house of Jonas Haring, Harings,
gratefully.
“W hat you goin’ t ’ do
Thursday, J uly 30, irom 7 to 9 a . m.
Douglass township, East District, at the pub now?”
“Nothin’! There’s nothin’ to do,” he
lic bouse of Ida hinker, Congo, Thursday, July
30, from 10 a. in. to 12 m.
declared, with light humor. “No one
Frederick township, West District, at the
ublie house of H. Walter Williams, Green seems to want me for odd Jobs, and
'ree Hotel, Thursday, July 30, from 1.30 to 4 there’s no chance for my regular Job
p m.
in these parts.”
Douglass township, West District, at the pub
“What’s that?” she demanded.
lic house of H. G. Shaner, Gilbertsville, Mon
day, August 3, from 10 a. m. to 12 m.
“Rldin’ range,” he answered, with a
New Hanover township, West District, at the
public house of Elizabeth B. Rhoads, Swamp, laugh, “tendin’ cows.”
“You. are a cowboy!*’ she gasped.
Monday. AugusL3, from 1 to 4 p. m.
Taxes will be received at the County Treas "You a real cowboy?”
urer’s Office, Norristown, rom June 1 to Sep
Redney nodded his head.
tember 15, from 8.30 a. m. to 12 m. and from 1 to
3 p. m
“I guess that’s what,” he assented.
State Rate, 4 mills.
“You c’n throw a lasso?” she de
County Rate, 2 mills.
Correspondence to receive attention must be manded, her eyes growing bright
accompanied with postage for reply and in all Redney nodded again.
cases locatlou of property, whether in township
“I c’n fix yon up,” she declared.
or Borough, must be definitely given.
Inquiries relative to taxes received after “Got your lassos?"
September 10, will not be answered.
“They’re at the place where I bunk
Taxes uot paid to tbe County Treasurer on or
before September 16, 1908, will be given into the ed last night,” he assented. “I came
hands of a collector, when 5 per cent, will be east to try the theaters, but the thea
added for coll« ctioa as per Act of Assembly.
ter fellows say they’re all booked up,
WM. M HAGGINBOTHOM,
which means that they are some few
Treasurer of Montgomery County, Pa. shy of Jobs for me. I’d go back west,
County Treasurer’s Office, Norristown, Fa.,
but I’m busted.”
April 24,1908.

^
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Redney and
the Lady.

practice, and presently the girl dragged
him toward a theater whose big sign
entreated the passerby not to forget
that it was amateur night
After a short parley with a gray coat
ed special officer In the lobby they
found themselves herded in a cellar
under the auditorium with an odd as
sortment of “ta le n t”
It was a long wait before the ama
teurs were marshaled upon the stage,
but a t last the chance came, and with
the girl’s final admonition to do hia
best ringing In his ears Redney fol
lowed her out upon the stage.
The lights bothered him a bit, and
he was glad that he was not obliged to
talk above the babel of noises, but the
catcalls and hoots elicited by his ap
pearance died down when it was seen
that he was able to do strange things
with a rope. When at last the turn
was ended and he sought the compara
tive dusk of the wings the girl’s warm
“You done great” thrilled him with sat
isfaction.
Then the amateurs all lined up on tho
stage, and there was a lot of applause,
and the stage manager thrust ten onedollar bills into his trembling hands,
and, with the girl’s prompting, Redney
bobbed his head in thanks and backed
off the stage.
In the wings a man with a fur lined
coat was waiting to lead him over Into
a comer. Presently Redney beckoned
for the girl.
“This Is the manager of the show
th at’s here this week,” Redney ex
plained. “He says he’ll give us Jobs
with tbe show. You get eighteen In
tbe chorus, and I get thirty-five for
doin’ my rope act. I’ll give you five to
help me out. Want to come?”
“Do I?” echoed the girl. “Watcher
want t’ ask me for? Why didn’t yer
say ‘Yes’ before he changed his mind?”
“I’m not going to change my mind.”
assured the fur coated one, with a
laugh. “Come around at 11 tomor
row.”
He turned away, leaving the two
face to face. Redney looked Into the
girl’s glowfng eyes. There lay knowl
edge of privation and of toll and of the
ways of the world, but they met bis
fearlessly, and Redney was satisfied.
“Thirty-five and eighteen makes fif
ty-three,” he said softly. “Wouldn’t
you rather share the fifty-three with
me, Bess?”
“Sure,” was her assent, half laugh
ing, half bashful. “The manager’s
eighteen and your five makes twentythree, and that ain’t no sort o’ luck.
Besides,” she added, as her face grew
.tender, “you’re a white boy, kiddoo,
an’ yer ain’t ever goin’ t’ be ashamed
o’ yer wife.”
“You bet I ain’t,” was the fervent
assurance. “I knew It was you I want
ed out there In front of the bakery.
Let’s go and get somethin’ real to eat,
cow meat and coffee and sweet truck.”
“Just as you say,” Bess assented
meekly, “It’s up to you now.” And
she followed him toward the stairs up
which they had climbed an hour be
fore with such different feelings.
Bounced Through.
Sergeant Wilkins once defended a
breach of promise case for a singular
ly ugly little man, which case he told
the defendant, after reading his brief,
must be “bounced” through. And tbe
sergeant did bounce It through.
“Gentlemen of the Jury,” he said at
the close of a most eloquent speech,
“you’ve heard the evidence for the
plaintiff, and, gentlemen of the jury,
you have admired that most bewitch
ing lady, the plaintiff herself. Gen
tlemen, do you believe that this en
chanting, this fascinating, this capti
vating, this accomplished lady would
for one moment favor the advances or
listen with anything)save scorn and
indignation to the amorous protesta
tions of the wretched and repulsive
homunculus, the deformed and degrad
ed defendant?”
His client looked up from the well
of the court and piteously murmured:
“Mr. Sergeant Wilkins! Oh, Mr. Ser
geant Wilkins!”
“Silence, sir!” replied the sergeant In
a wrathful undertone. “Gentlemen,”
he continued, bringing his fist heavily
down on the desk before him, “do you
think that this lovely lady, this fair
and smiling creature, would ever have
permitted an offer of marriage to be
made to her by this miserable atom
of humanity, this stunted creature,
who would have to stand on a sheet of
note paper to look over twopence?”
Instant verdict for defendant.—Lon
don Globe.

Notices Which Make You Smile.
There is quite a rich crop of humor,
usually unconscious, to be reaped By
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable
“I ’ll show you,” declared the girl. the observant In the notices displayed
Both English and German spoken,
“You know amateur nights?”
Repairing and upholstering attended to
In shop windows, of which the follow
promptly
Redney shook his head.
ing announcement by a south end
Equ al to the Occasion.
“That’s a strange brand,” he said.
bird fancier Is not at all a bad exam
Some time ago a friend of mine got
“It’s for the yaps,” explained the ple: “Doves for sale, cheap. Eat near
a curious present from a sea captain. girl. “They have ’em at all the thea
P. K. G able, Proprietor,
ly anything. Pond of children." Not
It was a fine specimen of the bird ters. If you’re the biggest hit you get
which sailors call the “laughing Jack $10. It’s a cinch If there’s a girl with long ago a Farrington road butcher
ass,” and he was a little proud of it. You. I’ll let you throw the ropes at had in his window this notice: “Want
ed, a respectable boy for beef sau
As he was carrying it home he met a me, and we’ll cop the coin.”
sages.” . An east end publican an
brawny Irish navvy, who stopped and
“Where do they have ’em?” asked nounced, “Billiard tables upstairs, 1
6 0 YEARS*
asked him:
Redney, growing interested.
shilling per 100.” A well known High
EXPERIENCE
“Phwat kind of a burrd is th a t
“All over.” The girl made a sweep Wycombe tobacconist proclaims from
sorr?”
ing gesture with her hand to indicate
“That’s a laughing Jackass,” explain the scope. “They’re all the go now. his shop window, “This shop Is open
on Sundays from 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.,
ed my friend genially.
They have to have ’em on different in spite of Charles II.” “Wanted, a
The Irishman, thinking he was be nights because there ain’t enough ama
ing made fun of, was eqnal to the oc teurs to go around. We can play the warehouseman,” ran another similar
casion and responded, with a twinkle lot. Come on and get your things, and notice. “Applicants must be accus
TRADE MARKS
tomed to rigorous discipline. Only
Orders
entrusted
to
my
charge
will
rereive
in the eye:
D esig ns
I’ll show you.”
the
offers cf such candidates will be
C o p y r ig h t s A c.
“I t’s not yersilf; it’s the burrd Oi
the most careful and painstaking attention.
She sprang to her feet, and Redney entertained who have served in the
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
mane, sorr.”—London Answers.
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
followed after. He was doubtful of army or been married for a consider
invention is probably patentable. Communica
John L. B ech te l,
tions rtriotlyoonfldentfe). HANDBOOKon “
Patents
ultimate success, but he was willing able length of time.”—Westminster Ga
sent free. Oldest agency fôr'secuHng'patènts.
_______ j patents.
Suitable.
Patents taken
through !___
*'---* ^
I - -------JgL
__ A
w
COLLEGEVILLE. PA
Munn
Co. receive
to do anything that would permit him zette.
special notice, without charge, in the
“W hat would be a suitable birthday to enjoy the cheering society of the
’ P h o n b No. 18.
present for my little boy?” Inquired the j girl for a couple of hours.
’Twould Be Easy Then.
Scientific A m e ric a n .
fond mother.
They went over to the lodging house
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir
McJigger—It’s all well enough to tell
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a
“Let me think,” returned the star . where Redney had stored the valise us to forgive our enemies, but I tell
<8©“Tbe I ndependent’s eight pages
year ; four months, CL Sold by all newsdealers.
boarder, who occasionally liked to containing his spare shirt and his you it’s a hard thing to do.
contain
local
and
general
news,agri
3 6 1Broadway,
late in the morning. Then, with ropes, all that was left of the outfit
Thingumbob—That’s what it is. We
Branch Office, 625 F 8t„ Washington, D. C.
cultural notes, short stories and sleep
the glad, confident smile of one who ! he. had brought east. The rest had shouldn’t be expected to forgive our
interesting miscellaneous reading has solved a problem, he added, “How gone to the pawnshops.
enemies except when they freely ad
S u b scrib e for T b e I n d e p e n d e n t. matter. A copy every week for 52 would a gag or a strait jacket do?”—
The good natnred clerk permitted mit that they don’t deserve our for
Chicago P o st
EIGHT PAGES, 52 Nos., ONE DOLLAR weeks, $1.00.
them to go into the empty dormitory to giveness.—Philadelphia Press.
and Beast.
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M r . B ryan is railing at the Republican
ilatform adopted at Chicago. He had better
36 engaged in constructing a Democratic
olatform, evidencing sanity and level-headed
ness, for consideration and adoption at
;he Denver convention. Bryan is a great
analyzer. He is weak in construction. He is
built that way. He is weak where Jefferson
was strong.

Thursday, June 25, 1908.
E x -P resident Grover Cleveland died
at his home at Princeton on Wednesday
morning, June 24. Particulars in next issue.
T he Philadelphia Record says: “ Heaven
evidently dictated the selection of James
Politicalschooleraft Sherman” for Vice P resi
dent. Heaven must be high up in pplitics as
well as in imagination.
I n Oregon now a candidate for public
office cannot ask a friend to vote for him, can
not treat a constituent on election day, can
not give a campaign button to his friend, can
not say untruthful things about his opponent.
T hose who desire to see how an automo
bile club can monopolize a highway intended
for general public use should view the hill
climbing contest on Skippack hill next Satur
day afternoon. Where is the spirit of 1776?
—of the rights of individuals and of the gen
eral public?
If such rights can be abro
gated at will what becomes of organic law?
Has the sp irit of ’76 departed? Have many
forms of tyranny taken the place of the
tyranny of a king?
S ays Town and Country, of Pennsburg:
“ If the liquor laws were strictly enforced
and no intoxicants were sold to persons of in
temperate habits, to minors or to others in
capable of caring for them selves, there would
be no need of making special provision for
the care of inebriates.” And no need for the
clamor for more law, prohibitive, and what
not. U ntil public ^sentiment becomes strong
enough to cause the striet enforcement of ex 
isting liquor laws, additional laws will in
crease rather than decrease the number of
lawbreakers, as well as the number of inebri
ates.
T he nominating„work of the Republican
National Convention at Chicago last w eek:
President—Judge William Howard Taft,
of Ohio.
,
V ice-President—James Schoolcraft Sher
man, of New York, *
A platform like most political platforms :
Strong in language, frequently meaningless
in statement, and just progressive enough not
to offend moss backs and sinecurists.
Judge Taft is a strong nominee for the
Presidency; strong in his intellectual grasp
of public questions and public affairs. His
mental machinery represents well balanced
adjustments; a co-relation of parts that en
sures satisfactory work and the expression
of an abundance of good sense. He is a man
much of the type of Ex-Presjdent Grover
Cleveland; strong in reserve power, strong
in courage;one who performs his duties with
out playing to the galleries, without adver
tisin g himself, without swinging a club. If
he is defeated in November by Mr. Bryan,
(who continues to hold the Democrats in his
hypnotic grip,) it will be because the people
have grown weary of the Republican pro
cedure which fattens T rusts by means of a
paternalistic tariff and seeks to quiet the
nerves of consumers robbed (by process of
law) by raising a thundering racket with
T rust prosecutions. Judge Taft is more of a
tariff-reformer than his party, and can be de
pended upon to exert his influence in that
direction. Mr. R oosevelt strongly favorec
the removal of monopolistic duties when he
lived in New York. After he became P resi
dent “T rust busting” became so popular that
he seem s to have forgotten all about the cor
morant, thieving tariff. It is hoped and be
lieved that Mr. Taft will do better than Mr.
Roosevelt.
Mr. Sherman is a politician and a Con
gressman. If he is a statesman in the true
Sense of that term evidence of the fact is
somewhere hidden from the gaze of the pub
lic. Practical politics, without relation to
statesmanship, is popular in New York, as in
other States, and Mr. Sherman’s name was
placed on the National ticket to help the R e
publicans to carry New York.

Set Himself Afire.
Wedding guests to the number of a
score came to the little home at 511
Greenwich street, Philadelphia. They
were the friends of Nathan Presser.
He was to have been married Sunday
evening to handsome and wealthy
Rose Schattenstein, of 639 Grant
street, Allentown,-and his friends had
come in gala dress to wish him god
speed and to go with him to Allentown
for the wedding.
. But instead of a place of festival the
laughing visitors came suddenly upon
a house of sorrow. The bridegroom-tobe had poured oil over his clothes and
set a match to them. A moment later
he had been found, a whirling pillar of
flame, in his bedroom, and conscious,
but shrieking in hideous agony, at the
Mt. Sinai hospital, a block away, the
man had died.
He removed the tank from an oil
stove, and after pouring the contents
over his clothing, went into the yard,
where he set himself on fire. When the
members of his family found, him he
was burned from head to foot and un
conscious. At the hospital he was able
to tell the physicians he had sought
death by fire.
. Twice before, when on the point oi
marrying Miss Schattenstein, he lost
the money he had saved for the occa
sion. Saturday night h e ' said he was
disheartened and feared he could not
marry, because his money was all tied
up in his business.

F rom the New York World: The price
of meat has been raised to the highest point
in June for twenty-five years. This action
aas no excuse in commercial conditions, nor
would it now be possible except for the Trust
methods which place producer and consumer
at the mercy of a combination in restraint of
trade. The price of cattle was actually fall
ing in the W est when the price of meat was
raised. There has been a falling off of from
20 t o -25 per cent, in the public demand for
meat. Quite aside from the question of price
and unemployed labor, more people are learn
ing the folly of the common American habit
of eating too much meat, especially in hot
weather. Health and longevity w ill.be pro
moted by the change.
Williams Resigns As Minority Leader.
T he first annual report of State Com
missioner of Health Dr. Samuel G. Dixon,
covering the organization and work done by
the State Department from June 6, 1905, to
December 31, 1906, has been issued. The
editor is in receipt of a copy of the report,
for which he returns thanks. The mortality
sta tistics of the report show that tuburculosis with 10,780 deaths to its credit ranks as
the “captain of death.” Deaths from pneu
monia and other diseases of the respiratory
system are a close second, while violence,
with 10,180 deaths, forms tho third largest
group. Among the deaths from violence,
2387 are classed as being due to railroad acci
dents. 780 suicides are recorded. Homicides
show a tendency to steadily increase not only
in Pennsylvania but throughout the entire
registration area of the United States. The
average rate per 100,000 population in the
registration area for the five-year period,
1901 to 1905, was 2.9. The rate for 1906, in
the same area, was 5.1, and in Pennsylvania
5.3. Deaths from cholera infantum rank
fourth in point of actual numbers and show
that one child in every forty under the age of
two years dies from this affection. The sta
tistics in relation to births show that .the
annual natural increase in population is about
50,000. I t is evident, however, that births
are not reported with the same degree of ac
curacy as deaths and that the actual birth
rate of the State is somewhat higher than in
dicated by the number of births reported.
Sufficient data is at hand, however, to show
that Pennsylvania in company with other
parts of the United States, and with certain
foreign countries, is experiencing a gradual
diminution in the birth rate. A careful ana
ly sis has been made of the clinical reports
furnished by the physicians in all cases where
the State’s free antitoxin for diphtheria was
used. Perhaps in no other division of the de
partment’s work do the benefits to the people
stand out so clearly. When one realizes that
out of 100 little children who are stricken
with diphtheria about 40 die if antitoxin is
not secured for them, and that by furnishing
this serum to the children of indigent fami
lies, Health Commissioner Dixon kept down
the death rate to about 11 out of every 100
cases so treated, the great saving of child life
by this beneficent State aid is appreciated.
F rom the Scientific American : If we. except the

most actite period of tbè civil war, the total drafts
upon the Treasury of the United Statesduring the past
Congress have been greater than at any period in our
history. In the year 1865 the total appropriation was
$1,309,000,000, of which $1,030,000,000 was spent upon
the army. The appropriations for the fiscal year 1907
reached a total of $1,007,086,569. The largest appro
priation for a single department was that for the Post
Office, which was over $214,000,000. The next in size
was that for pensions of over $163,000,000. The perm
anent annual appropriation is over $154,000,000. The
most significant feature of the appropriations during
the year'is the great amount of attention that has been
given to the building up of the military branch of the
government; and the expenditures for the army and
navy, if we leave out of account the years when the
country was in the throes of the civil war, haVe been
the largest made in the history of the country. The
army was granted over $95,000,000; over $9,500,000
was appropriated for .carrying on the fortification of
our sea coast, and $846,000 was appropriated for the
Military Academy. Moreover, under military ex
penses should be included the $163",000,000 which will
be spent on pensions. If we add to this the sum of
$123,000,000 appropriated for the navy, we get a total
expenditure for military purposes, of one kind or an
other, direct or indirect, of nearly $400,000,000, »truly
colossal sum, when we bear in mind that our standing
army to-day is not over 70,000 in strength.

Congressman John Sharp Williams, ol
Mississippi, resigned the minority lead
ership of the house of representatives,
to take effect Dec. 1 n ex t This an
nouncement is made by Congressman
H. D. Clayton, chairman of the Demo
cratic caucus. In resigning thus early
heis actuated, he says, by a desire tc
give the minority ample time to con
sider whom they want to succeed him,
and also for the reason that if the next
house is Democratic the new speaker,
whoever he may be, ought to have the
experience which the position of flooi
leader would give him during the short
session next winter.

«8GRADUATES8»
We invite you to come in and out whenever you choose to look over the newest.
Chiffonettes, Lawns,, Dimities and Baptistes for your Gowns.
OI K LAOE9
embrace French tVal, German Val,
of from 8 to 16 button lengths.
Filet and Irish Point Insertion.
This year we have an enlarged offer
R IBBO N S
ing of artistic FANS, the choice of
of all desirable shades and widths.
the foreign markets.

OUR CORSETS
embrace the models suitable for all figures—models producing the new hipless effeetsand the long, graceful lines present fashion demands.
H O SIER Y
A SU IT CASE
in Lisle, Cotton and Silk in all the
makes a nice gift. We have a special
tints and white.
department for Trunks, TravelingFor gifts there is a beautiful assort
Bags, and Suit Cases.
ment of Brooch Pins, Hat Pins, Scarf
Pins, Pendants,-Veilpins, Jewel Boxes
IN
LINEN G IFTS
in our JEWELRY DEPARTMENT,
which encircles hundreds of sugges
there are pretty Stand and Sideboardtions for acceptable gifts.
Covers, Plain and in Japanese Drawn.
CUT GLASS
Work and Renascence Table Linen and
a t the very lowest prices and of rich,
Napkins to match in a variety of de
deep design. The kind we sold in big
quantities a t Christmas.
signs.
SPECIAL.---In the Dress Goods Department, we have put 30 pretty patternsin Scotch Ginghams at 10 cents to close them out. They were 12 1-2 and 15 cents.

fr e n e lli tig e r t
Spring and Summer HATS
AND CAPS.
NOBBY SPRING AND SUMMER CAPS, 25 and 50c.

Soft and Stiff Hats, Latest Styles, $3?oo

Money Order Clerk Accused.
Patrick J. Messett, for many years
the trusted money order clerk in the
Scranton, Pa., postoffice, has been re
manded in $5000 bail there to answei
a charge of embezzling funds of the
office. He was arrested on a specific
charge of embezzling a money ordei 10>U.
for $142 given him by Postm aster Mat
thew McPherson, of Dickinson City,
but it is alleged that an examination
of his accounts shows a shortage ol
at least $5000.

Agents for Hawes Celebrated Hats.
sell pur hats. ASK FOR THEM.

Tracey, : the Hatter,
38 B. M ain Street* Norristown* Fa.
THIRST-CLASS

T H R IF T

Won’t Run With Bryan.
Federal Judge George Gray, of Dela
ware, would not under any conditions
accept the Democratic nomination foi
vice president. .-A definite announce
ment to this effect was made by formei
Congressman L. Irving Handy, whe
will make" the speech at Denver plac
ing the judge in nomination for the
presidency, which task he performed
four years ago.
Hysterics Restore Sight.
James Cantillion, of Marionette
Wis., who was totally blind, regained
his sight at Bellevue hospital, in New
York city, during a fit of hysterics
which followed the surgeon’s an
nouncement to him th at his case was
considered hopeless and that he prob
ably would remain blind for the re
mainder of his life.
Fatal Burns From Odd Cause.
While she was burning caterpillars
from a mulberry tree in h er' yard
Mrs. Jane Jones, widow of the late
Jacog C. Jones, of Seaford, Del., was
fatally burned. A speck of flame fell
from the torch and fired her clothing
Neighbors who were attracted by hei
screams extinguished the fire, but phy
sicians say she will not recover.
Girl Killed By Trolley Car.
Effle Hirschman, of Bshback, Berks
county, a pupil at the W est Chestei
(Pa.) State Normal school, was run
over by a trolley car at Milltown and
killed. She was accompanied by thres
school companions, who escaped. The
girl’s foot caught in the track as she
was in the act of crossing the road it)
front of the moving car.

All first-class stores

Gas or Gasoline Engines

Is the foundation of success and suc
cess makes for contentment. The
smallest measure of success is always
preferable to no success, and a small
beginning

1 1ST S A /V I I S T G h S
Is one step in a safe direction.

from one-sixth h. p., upward. Gas or
gasoline engines of all makes repaired;
saws filed, lawn mowers sharpened, bicy
cles ana automobiles repaired; machinists’
tools and supplies, electric wire and bells
furnished and put in order. Work guaran
teed. Prices right. Address:
SAM’L J. GRIFFIN, General Machinist,
’Phone 521M.
R. D. 1, Phoenixville, Pa.
HEN YOU WANT TO B E Y
OR NELL REAL ESTATE
W
it is an easy matter to inquire of us and

we will certainly be pleased to give your
immediate attention. If we don’t
3 PER CENT, paid on Time De inquiry
succeed in doing business with you the
posits.
.
loss Is ours, not yours.
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
2 PER CENT, on Active Accounts
39 E. Main Street,
at the
Norristown, Pa.

Collegerille National Bank, Our Banking Methods
Patronage solicited and appreciated.
treatment to all and
painstaking care in giving patrons

1Courteous

%ARE UP-TO-DATE,

the best service.
AND COMPREHENSIVE.

Àutomobile Painting
and Repairing
Automobiles
TO HIRE.

HENRY YOST, JR.,

Collegeville, Pa.

Pickpocket Gets $1275.
A clever pickpocket made a rich
haul on Center street, in Pottsville,
Pa., by abstracting a roll of monej
amounting to $1275, th at William
Fritz had wrapped up in a handker
chief and placed in his pocket. F rit 2
h e n You Go To P h il a d e l p h ia after
is from Coaldale and came here to WCUT
GLASS and the stores charge you
pay for a hotel license.
from 50c. to $2 more than our prices,
you mustn’t condemn the storekeeper,
because he CAN’T HELP IT—bis high
Hears He’s An Heir and Drops Dead.
rentals,
common to the retail districts
Wesley Myers," twenty-seven years
of a big city, force him to tack on big
of age, of Columbus, O., dropped dead
profits to meet his big expenses.
from joy when a letter was delivered W h e n Y ou C ome To S a lla d e ’s—you get
just as fine a grade of CUT GLASS—
to him announcing th at by the death
just as new designs and all you have to
of an uncle a large sum of money had
pay for is the CUT GLASS. We have
no high rentals that force us to ask
come to him and inclosing a check foi
more than a small profit. This is good
$200 as a part of i t Myers was a
advice to those who contemplate Gifts
pressman.
of Cut Glass for brides. A beautiful ar
ray of it here waiting for you.
Ask to see those Cut Glass Olive Dishes
Killed In Duel On the Street.
a t $1 .
Two wealthy farmers, Robert Harris
and Robert Rotruck, fought a duel with
pistols in the streets of Kfeyser, W. Va.
Harris was killed and Rotruck . was
JEWELER,
mortally wounded. There had been ill16 E. Main Street,
feeling between the men for a long
time. Both had large families.

Rich
Cut Glass

J. D. SALLADE.

No absolute system, no dust-, no cob
webs, and yet we are sometimes called
ultra conservative, -so great is the care
exercised in our business.
We prefer to err on the side of safety.
We believe that all who seek a financial
home are of the same kind.
If you wish a safe and profitable de
pository for your funds come to the

Penn Trust Co*
T h e C om pany th a t p a y s 3 p e r
c e n t, in te r e s t fo r e v e r y d a y
th e m o n ey i s on d e p o s it.
NORRISTOW N, F A .

KuhntY Bakery,
C o lle g e v ille , F a .

First - Class Bread,
Cakes, Pies,
Candies, Etc.
ICE CREAM—ALL FLAVORS. I am
thankful to the public for patronage re
ceived and hope to merit a continuance oi
the same.
CHARLES K I H N T .

We promptly obtain U. 8. and Foreign

T

N O R R IS T O W N .

Son Born to Spanish Queen.
A son was born to Queen Victoria of "CHILL STOCK. OF
Spain on Monday n ig h t Queen Vic
toria, formerly Princess BJna of Battenburg, and King Alfonso were mar
ried a t Madrid, May 31, 1906. Their
Latest styles, lowest prices. Ladies’ No
first son was born May 10, 1907.
tions are being closed out a t greatly re
duced prices.
$200,000 Blaze at Tamaqua.
M rs . Frances B a rre tt’s,
• The plant of the Tamaqua (Pa.)
Ma in S t ., N ear Station ,
Manufacturing company was destroyed
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
bv fire. Loss la estimated at $200.000.

Gents’ Furnishing Goods,

M

f Send model, sketch or photo oí inyentíon for
j
^
«ForÀee hook,i
f freereport on patentability.
¡ Howto Secure “J
write <
to
: Patents and

TRADE-MARlBT

i
Opposite U. S. Patent Office •
W ASHING TON D. C.

STATE AND GENERAL NEW S.

7

TAFT AND SHERMAN SHERMAN IS ILL

S P R IN G S E A S O N
F O R ------

Ticket Nominated by the Republican
National Convention.

I SPR IN G S U IT S !

MAIN

POINTS

IN

PLATFORM

ice Presidential Nominee Suffering
From Gall Stones.
HE

IS '

HOLDING

HIS

OWN

You may have your pick here of the finest and the best fitting Suits Williams Resigns As Minority Leader If His Condition Continues to Improve
In Congress—Killed In Duel On the
Uhat was ever shown in this town. We have the Celebrated Clothing of
An Operation Will Not Be Neces
Street—Committed
Suicide By Set
( Hart, Shoffner & Marx of Chicago, A. B. Kirschbaum and Snellenburgs of
sary — Wife and Son Are at Hit
ting Himself Afire.
Bedside.
j Philadelphia,

A nd Stand Pat th e Best Clothing for th e Least
M oney.
• FOR YOUNG MEN, BOYS and CHILDREN we have the famous
brand of Jane Hopkins of New York. Never rip and never wear out.

HERM AN W ETZEL,
NORRISTOW N, PA.

6 6 and 6 8 E. M ain St.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADES OF
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOODS FOR
MEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
Underwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Skirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything
you are looking for, and all at the right prices^,. Any one of -our thousand UMBRELLA8
I"will keep you dry in a rainstorm. ~ COME AND INSPECT OUR STOCK.

W ^Æ - R . G I L B E R T ,
132 W EST MAIN ST R EET,

NORRISTOWN, PA.

10- 18.

o r sa le.
8 acre farm, $1000; 55 acres along
| pike and trolley, $5000; 20 acres, $2100; 2
I acres, first-class residence, easy terms,
143000; 9 acres, $1500; 40 acres, $4500; 91
I acres, 2 houses, large barn, $3200; 80 acres,
[.$5600; 54 acres, $3500; 28 acres, elegant 14! room mansion, bath, hot and cold water,
I heat, fine situation, $7500.
THOS. B. WILSON,
I-8-15.
Eagleville, Pa.

F

INVESTMENTS!

1ERKIOMEN VALLEY
M u tual F ire In su r a n c e Co.
o f M on tgom ery C on n ty.

incorporated May 13, 1871.

Insures Against Fire and Storm,

INSURANCE IN FORCE, $11,000,000.
t a f i r s t -c l As s s e v e n p e r c e n t .
[PREFERRED STOCK with a guarantee
I-of Common Stock making a 10 Per Cent.
Office o f th e C om p an y:
[Investment. First-class in every respect.
COLLEGEYILLE, PA .
f-Call or write.
A. D. FETTEROLF, S ec r e ta r y .

GOTWALS & BEYER,
55 E. Main St.

NORRI8TOWN, PA.

H. W. KRATZ, President,
Norristown, Pa.

FOR

Regular office day pf the Secretary, Thurs
day of each week ; also every evening.

FRESH GOODS
—GO TO—

Odd F ellow s’ Hall
Grocery.
Try Our Co trees,
C an n ed G ood s,
D ried F r u its
a n d C o n fectio n ery .

FARMERS,
Here is what you need.
There is no time like the
present to assure yourself of
good crops for the future, es
pecially as your prosperity is
measured by the crops you pro
duce.

Cleveland, June 24.—Representative
James S. Sherman, Republican candi
date for vice prdbident, removed from
the home of former Governor Herrickto Lakeside hospital, a sufferer from
gall stones, after a somewhat restless
night, is reported in an official bulletin
as holding his own. If the patient’s
condition continues to improve, the
bulletin said, it is not likely that an
operation for the removal of the gall
stones will be necessary. The physi
cians state th at Mr. Sherman’s wellknown abstemious habits have given
him much bodily strength to resist the
ravages of the disease.
The following telegram was dictated
by Mr. Sherman to his secretary in
answer to a message of sympathy from
the presidential nominee, William H.
Taft:
“Hon. William H. Taft, New Haven,
“Conn.
“My Dear Mr. Taft—My illness is
not of a critical nature, and the doc
tors advised me th at I can probably
go home in three or four days. I thank
you ever so much, indeed, for your
cordial telegram. I expect to see you
in Washington on Wednesday of nevt
week.
J. S. SHERMAN.”
The unfavorable symptom in the
c a s e 'is the continued high tempera
ture. In the bulletin given out it was
given as 102%, with pulse normal. Mr.
Sherman was restless. The extreme
heat of the day, running into the nine
ties, did not add much to the comfort
of the patient.
Representative Sherman arrived in
Cleveland last Sùnday from Cincin
nati, following a conference with Sec
W IL L IA M H . T A F T .
retary Taft. He went immediately to
the home of ex-Govemor Herrick, and
Mr. Sherman’s Friday morning. Th« remained there until taken to the hos
vice presidential candidate is a resi pital. Mr. Sherman felt the pangs of
dent of Utica, N. Y., and has been a pain while coming here and retired
member of congress for nearly twenty to his bed on arrival at the Herrick
as one of the few matters of para
home. His condition became rapidly
Three features of the great conven worse, until it was thought by the phy
tion stand out above the rest in hu
sicians called in to attend him that an
man interest. One was the remarkable operation would be necessary.
demonstration of applause evoked by
When received at the hospital Mr.
the mention of President Roosevelt’s
name In a highly complimentary way Sherman was very restless, with a tem
by the permahent chairman, Senatoi perature of 102 and pulse 92. Drs.
Henry Cabot Lodge, of Massachusetts Carter and Allen conferred, but post
poned action until further develop
ments. His condition has improved to
such an extent that the physicians
stated their confidence in the quick
recovery of their distinguished patient.
Mrs. Sherman and son, Richard, ar
rived in Cleveland from their home in
litica. They hurried to the hospital
in an automobile. Upon arrival there
Mrs. Sherman was so nervous and
weak as a result of her anxiety that
she had to be carried in a chair to the
apartments assigned to her. She’did
not immediately enter the sick room
of her husband: but remained in her.
rooms until she had recovered her
strength. The meeting of the father,
mother and son was under conditions
entirely different from those planned
at their Utica home, where elaborate
arrangements had been made for the
home-coming of the vice presidential
nominee. Mr. Sherman expressed his
profound interest in the plans made
for his reception and voiced his keen
disappointment at not being able to
be at home.

W ith the appointment of committees
to notify William Howard Taft, ol
Ohio, and James Schoolcraft Sherman,
of New York, of their nomination re
spectively for the presidency and the
vice presidency of the United States,
the fourteenth Republican national
convention at Chicago adjourned.
Both candidates were nominated on
the first ballot. Mr. T aft’s nomination
took place Thursday afternoon and

CONGRESSMAN SHERMAN OF
NEW YORK.

There is only one way to as This demonstration lasted forty-sii
minutes and is said to have broken the
sure bounteous crops, and that time record for such things in Ameri
politics. The cue for the enthusi
is by using sufficient plant food. can
COLLKGEVILLE, PA .
astic outbreak was Senator Lodge’s
If your manure does not reach, remark during his opening address as
Daily and Sunday Papers.
chairman when he said, “The presi
you cannot afford to buy stable dent
is the best abused and the most
manure; it is too expensive. popular man in the United States to
day.”
You should therefore use the
■ ^ E O . A. WEN R IC K ,
Another signal feature was the com
mittee fight on the anti-injunction
best
Animal
Bone
Fertilizer
ob
— DEALER IN —
plank, otherwise the proposed plank
for the platform which was designed
■Stoves, Ranges, tainable.
with a view to expressing the adminis
Our goods are sold entirely tration’s disapproval of hasty court in
Hot Air Furnaces,
against the presumed rights
on their own merits, and where junctions
of labor. The struggle resulted finally
COLLEGEVILLE, P A .
in a compromise, both sides yielding
once used, always used.

Daniel H. Bartman,

[T in R oofing a n d S p o o lin g D on e
w ith R e st Q u a lity M a teria l.

W e guarantee the different
grades to be in perfect mechani
Roofs Repaired and Repainted. Stove cal condition, and to produce
■Castings and Fire Bricks Supplied. Jobbing
results.
promptly attended to.
4-4.
A fair trial.will convince.

10RACE STORE
M arb le
-A N D —

G ran ite
W o rk s,
fcvl49 H igh St.
POTTSTOWN, PENN’A.
'« s ig n s

and

E s tim a te s F u rn 

is h e d F r e e o í C harge.

Manufactured

by

JACOB

TRINLEY, Linfield, Montgom
ery County, Pa., and for sale
by
H . T. H UNSIUK ER,
Iron b rid ge, P a .
J . K. CLEMMER A SON,
S p rin g M ount, Pa.
F R A N K BA R N D T,
G reen L an e, P a .
HILLEGASS A K R A U SE,
P en n sb n rg , P a.
JOHN II. FARING ER,
R. D . No. 2 , N orristow n , P a .

in part, so th at harmony might be pre
served and the party ,go before th«
people with a plank on this subjecl
calculated to conciliate the labor inter
ests and at the same time not to b<
construed as an unwarranted attack
upon the federal judiciary.
The third feature in the group her«
set forth sis markers for posterity foi
the big Chicago convention was a neg
ative one—something that didn’t hap
pen, though it was expected to happen
by many persons throughout the coun
try sind by not a few of the delegatee
in the convention. This was the ab
sence of the “stampede” for a rer.omi
nation of President Roosevelt againsi
the president’s expressed declaration
th at he would abide absolutely by the
unwritten law that no president shall
serve more than two terms. Mr. Taft’s
nomination proceeded along smoothly
to ultimation, the nation was preserved
from any present peril - of the third
term bogy and the president’s name
preserved to future ages as one who,
with a further extension of power
within his grasp, was patriot enough
to put aside the proffer for his coun
try ’s good. While, as stated, a nega
tive feature, this cannot be passed by
as one of the few maters of para
mount force in the history of the 1908
convention.

Taft at Ball Game.
New Haven, Conn., June 24. — As
wild a scene of jubilation and as pic
turesque a mass of humanity as ever
had a setting on a base ball diamond
was that which the alumni of Yale
university presented as a greeting to
Secretary William H. Taft as he sat
with his class of ’78 in the stand on
Yale field to see the annual game be
tween the Blue and the Crimson. His
cup of happiness was filled to over
flowing, for not only was the crowd a
record-breaker in his honor and the
classes the noisiest ever in their
dances qpon the green sward, but Yale
whipped her rival by the score of
3 to 0 in a game which was full of
better playing than either team had
shown this season.
As an omen of good luck, Secretary
Taft, marching with Judge Hollister
in the front rank of his class and im
mediately following a band which con
stantly played the stirring Yale airs,
and flanked on either side by the Stars
and Stripes and the banner of the
class of ’78, marched twice around the
ball field in full view of more than
14,000 wildly cheering men and women,
and followed by the reunion classes
numbering several hundred young men
in their fantastic and striking garb,
such as only active schemers can de
vise and which have made Yale class
reunions so notable.
Lancaster Man’s Horses Win In London
London, June 24.—R. P. McGrann,
of Lancaster, Pa., swept the board at
the international horse show at Olym
pia at the competition for horses not
exceeding 15.2 hands, shown to run
about or Bailey wagon. His Newsboy
and Shopgirl won first and second
prize respectively, while Babette was
given a reserve.
!
Mother and Baby Struck By Lightning
Chattanooga, Tenn., June 24.—Near |
Altoona, Ala., Mrs. Miller, while seat j
ed on her porch, was struck by light I
ning and killed. A baby lying on the I
floor was severely shocked and can- !

MISS REID WEDS

PERSIANS SHOT DOWN

Shah’s Troops Bombard Parliament
Building.
Teheran, June 24.—After a bloody
Daughter of American Ambassador fight which ” was waged around the
parliament building the city is com
Marries in London,
paratively quiet, although the Cos
sacks were camped in the streets and
squares. Cossacks and soldiers sur
KING AND QUEEN PRESENT rounded the parliament and demanded
that a number of persons, whose arrest
the shah had ordered, be forthwith
Bridegroom, Hon. John Hubert Ward, handed over to them. Parliament re
fused to comply with this demand, and
Is a Brother of the Earl of Dudley shots were fired at the soldiers, sev
and Equerry In Waiting to King eral of the soldiers being killed. Orders
were at once issued from military
Edward.
headquarters that the parliament build
London, June 24.—The marriage of ing be bombarded, and the bombard
Miss Jean Reid, daughter of the ment commenced soon after 10 o’clock.
American ambassador, to the Hon. While this was in progress bombs
John Hubert Ward, took place at the were thrown from the parliament
Chapel Royal of SL James.
building and the mosque adjoining,
Among those present were King Ed disabling one of the guns and wound
ward and Queen Alexandra, the Prince ing the gunners.
Eventually the halls of parliament
and Princess of Wales, the Duke and
Duchess of Connaught, the Duke oi were cleared, but not before many per
sons had been killed and wounded.
The bombardment continued until 3
o’clock in the afternoon, when it sud
denly ceased. In the meantime the
troops pillaged the political clubs in
that neighborhood and numerous resi
dences of influential members of par
liament, in which work they were aid
ed by the populace.
The number of casualties is un
known, but it will be very large. The
parliament* buildings are practically in
ruins.
VICTIMS OF HEAT
Eleven Deaths In Chicago and Two In
Philadelphia.
Philadelphia, June 24.—The exces
sive heat here Tuesday caused the
death of two persons and many others
were prostrated and seriously affected.
The thermometer at the government
weather bureau registered 92 degrees
at four o’clock, which is the record
point for the year. Only twice in
MIS8 JEAN REID.
Daughter of Whitelaw Reid, Who Was thirty-four years has the city experi
enced such a sweltering temperature
Married to the Hon. John Ward.
on June 23. On the streets of the city
Fife, the Grand Duke Michael and the the heat was simply unbearable, and
Countess of Torby. The king and excessive humidity made conditions
queen signed the register as the wit more disagreeable.
nesses of the marriage. The wedding
gifts are valued at over $400,000.
Eleven Heat Deaths In Chicago.
The bridegroom is a brother of the
Chicago, June 24. — Eleven deaths
Earl of Dudley and is equerry in wait due to heat prostrations or allied
ing to the king. The Chapel Royal, causes were recorded in Chicago on
where the ceremony took place, was Tuesday. The thermometer again
the scene of the marriage of Queen climbed above the ninety mark, but a
Victoria and several of her daughters shift in the wind brought relief, and it
The bride wore a gown of soft whit« is believed th at the torrid wave has
satin. Old rose point lace was draped been broken in this section.
all over the bodice, and there were
panels of the same lace on the skirt
People Fell On the Streets In Cleveland
caught with tiny bunches of orange
Cleveland, June 24.—With the ther
blossoms. The lace formerly belonged
to the bride’s grandmother, Mrs. Ogden mometer registering 92 degrees, Cleve
land suffered the hottest June day on
Mills.
Attending the bride were three little record since June 24, 1874, when the
girls, two nieces and a cousin of the mark was 96. Mrs. Amelia Schwab
bridegroom. They were dressed in dropped dead, a victim of the heat,
white muslin, with pale blue sashes and prostrations were reported from
The pages were two nephews and a various parts of the city. People fell
cousin of the bridegroom, and these in the streets and were taken to hos
were dressed in coats of blue velvei pitals in ambulances.
with white nankeen trousers.
Th«
chief bridesmaid, Miss Jennie Crocker,
MITCHELL’S FUTURE
is a cousin of the bride. She was
dressed in embroidered white muslin Not a Candidate For Any Political
with pale blue sash and a large white
Office, He Says.
hat with flowers.
Chicago, June 24.—John Mitchell,
The officiating clergymen were former president of the United Mihe
Canon Sheppard, sub-dean of the Workers of America, issued an author
Chapel Royal; Dr. Grosvenor, of New itative statem ent refusing to allow his
York, and the Rev. Dr. Piers Claugh- name to be considered as a candidate
ton, rector of Hutton-Brentwood, Es for governor of Illinois on the Demo
sex. Colonel Halford, the owner oi cratic ticket, or as a candidate for vice
Dorchester house, where the Reids president with Mr. Bryan. “I am not
live, was best man. The first part ol now, and shall not be, a candidate for
the honeymoon will be spent a t Clive any political office of any kind,” de
den.
clared Mr. Mitchell.
After the ceremony there was a
Friends of Mr. Mitchell said that he
great concourse of guests at the re had about decided to accept an office
ception in Dorchester house.
In the National Civic Federation’s
The bride’s travelling dress was ol trade agreement department. He de
green chiffon with cream embroidery sires, they said, to put himself where
and a cream-colored straw hat with his services will be of the greatest pos
green and*white osprey.
sible value to laboring men generally
throughout the country. In this office
Tried to Slay His Wife and Daughter. his work would be in connection with
Bordentown, N. J., June 24.—Joseph the efforts to settle disputes between
Bennett, of Camden, tried to kill his employer and employed without resort
wife and daughter, a beautiful girl, ing to strikes and lockouts. The office
nineteen years old, because the former carries a salary of $6000 a y ear..
would not return to his home. Bennett
May Recall New Jersey Legislature.
was pleading with his wife, when he
suddenly slipped out a revolver from
Trenton, N. J., June 24.—There is a
his hip pocket. Before he could use possibility that the legislature may be
it his wife and daughter sprang at him called together in special session for
and grabbed his arm. James P. Her the purpose of making appropriations
ron, owner of the house, heard theii to some of the state institutions. »Sev
screams and rushed into the house, eral of the institutions say that at the
and after a sharp struggle succeeded last session the two houses cut down
their appropriations to a point which
in disarming Bennett.
does not permit them to properly' carry
on their work. The m atter was the sub
Buffalo Flyer Had Narrow Escape.
Williamsport, Pa., June 24. — The ject of a conference between the gov
Buffalo flyer, eastbound, on the Penn ernor and the attorney general, and
sylvania railroad had a miraculous es while nothing was decided upon, it is
cape at Antes Fort, twelve miles west the belief that a special session will
of here. While running sixty miles an he called.
hour, the trucks under the tender
Scout Cruiser Makes New Record.
jumped the track. Engineer James
Rockland, Me., June 24.—A new rec
Keller stopped the train within 600
yards. Not one of the coaches left the ord for vessels of her class was estab
rails, although the track was badly lished by the new scout cruiser Salem
when she made a run over the meas
torn up.
ured mile course of her screw stand
Anti-Racing Bill Passed In Louisiana. ardization tests. The best previous
Baton Rouge, La., June 24.—After a record was 26.07 knots, made by the
campaign lasting several months, the sister ship, the Chester. The Salem’s
close of which was marked by a bitter average speed for her five best runs
fight, the so-called Locke anti-racing was 25.95 knots, as compared with 25.1
bill was passed by the Louisiana state by.the Chester. The Salem was built
senate. The bill passed the house sev by the Fore Riven Shipbuilding com
eral weeks ago, and now only requires pany, of Quincy, Mass., and is fitted
the signature of the governor to be with the American style of turbine
come a law. There appears no doubt engines.
that Governor Sanders will sign the
His Heart On Right Side.
bill immediately.
----- :--------------Harrisburg, Pa., June 24.—During an
Shot Wife For Refusing Him Money. examination at the state tuberculosis
Passaic, N. J., June 24.—Because his dispensary in this city It was found
wife repeatedly refused to give him that Thomas Cusack, a mechanic, liv
$700, which she had before her mar- ing at Steelton, has his heart on his
riage, Severa Scotoli shot her three right side. Examinations were made
times, mortally wounding her, and then with great care by several physicians
shot himself through the brain, dying and the discovery confirmed. It is not
a case of heart sh ift
instantly.

FARM AND GARDEN.
HORSE SENSE.

PROFITABLE TURKEYS.
How to Raise These Fowls to Bring
Good Prices In the Market.
"Success in turkey raising depends
largely on the choice of stock, also on
the care and attention given,” says
one authority. “I have raised different
kinds, but like White Hollands the
best. I have often raised a large flock
from three hens. They are very tame
and bring more in the market on ac
count of their fine plumage.
“In the early spring I gather the
eggs daily, for if left to accumulate in
the nest they become chilled and so
are ■worthless for hatching. Much
labor and time may be saved if the

F IN E W HITE TURKEYS.

hens are kept in an inclosure during
the egg producing season. Barrels laid
on the side with straw placed in them
make good nests.
“After gathering them it is not best
to keep the eggs very long, but if there
is no suitable place to put them with a
hen they should be turned at least
twice a week.
“I give seventeen eggs to a turkey
hen. It is best if they can come off
while sitting to eat and dust as they
like. They may also be dusted with a
good powder ju st before the young
turkeys come out. I take them from
the nest as soon as possible, all but
one, to be left with the mother, so she
will not be uneasy. I keep them in a
box in the house until they learn to
eat and walk. They soon learn to eat
bread moistened with sweet milk.
“The coops are then ready. These are
made of boards eight feet long, about
three feet high at the front and two
and a half inches in the rear, being
fitted with a good cover; also boards
partly covering the bottom, with a
door in each end. This, divided in the
middle, will make two good coops,
which will turn the rain. I keep them
in the coop with the hen one day, then
turn them in a pen made of boards a
foot high. The pen is about twenty
feet square. Around this two feet of
poultry wire is placed to keep the
mother in; also to keep the outside
chickens from getting to scalp the lit
tle ones.
“The coop opening in this pen makes
it easy to change them around. In this
way they get plenty of exereise and
will flourish if given commeal and
cheese made of sour milk four times a
day with plenty of fresh water. Small
oyster shell is necessary. A small bit
of cayenne pfepper mixed with the
cheese is a good stimulant.
“After keeping them in the pen about
two weeks they are getting anxious to
find larger fields. The White Hollands
will wander and hunt, but nearly al
ways come home in the evening. They
soon learn to go in the coop. This must
be kept very clean. After feeding they
are shut in and kept till the grass is
dry in the morning. Always keep them
in when it rains. They cannot run in
the wet until larger.
“When getting them ready for mar
ket a mixed feed of oats #nd com is
good. Old com is much better than
new.”
A way of controlling turkeys to make
them stay in a field is very simple.
Take a shingle
or a thin piece of
board about a
foot long and
bore with a small
bit four holes,
two on one side
and two on the
other, th at will
Just cover the
wings. Take then
a stout piece of
YOKED TU B K EY .

s o f t c ]o t }j a a ( J p Ut

Some Sensible Advice In Regard to
Collars and Their Use.
The closely padded, ill fitting, soft
collar means suffering and shortens
the life for the horse.
“Years ago I gave up the hot, sticky
pad,” said an intelligent farmer, “and
have used only the close fitting, hard
leather collar, which we have endeav
ored to keep clean. This clean collar,
with a good washing of the shoulders
noon and nights, has generally sufficed
to keep them free from soreness. Still,
during the constant use of the riding
cultivator in our cornfields the necks
sometimes get sore, caused by the
weight and the moving of the collar
across the skin a t each step of the
horse. We are all inclined to use col
lars too large for the horse. Much
pains should be taken in the first fit
ting of the collar, and if it is thorough
ly soaked and placed on the horse
while still wet it will usually shape it
self to the shoulders. Another thing,
we try to avoid a too low draft. The
way double harnesses are usually made
all the weight comes on the horses’
necks, and there is a constant tend
ency to lower the draft even until it
comes nearly to the point of the shoul
der. This should be overcome as far
as possible. The draft should be high
enough to insure an *ven bearing the
entire length of the shoulder, and nei
ther should the girth be buckled tight
enough to cause any draft on the top
of the neck. In fact, a girth is unnec
essary and need never be used except
where the traces are attached to the
load above a right angle to the horse’s
shoulders. Steel collars are in use near
us, and I am going to try a pair this
spring. I think the principle is right,
and they strike me as being very con
venient.”

Hurrah for the Two Great E ven ts!
The National Birthday and the Anniversary of
W
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B IT Z E N K O R N S ’

S U IT

TWO IMPORTANT EVENTS occur Fourth of Julj’ week—the anniversary ot the Independence of this Glorious Country,
which occurred on July 4, 1776, and the anniversary ot Weitzenkorns’ famous $6.66 sale, whose birthday was on July 1,1898. Like
the national holiday, this sale is looked forward to by the men of this valley as one of the most important features of the year. The
previous selling records of this remarkable clothing sale have been enormous, which was directly due to the high quality of garments.
This year we are surrounded with better grades of Suits than ever before, and it is our aim to surpass any previous sale we’ve ever
attempted. These suits certainly will do it, as they are all high class, ready-to-wear garments, exactly the same as those we sold
this season for ten and twelve dollars—the price tags are still on them. They are made in the latest fashion, superbly cut and
trimmed in the best possible manner, and when you put on one of these perfect fitting garments you can assure yourself of the fact
that you are as well dressed as the man who paid ten or twelve dollars for his Suit, and in a good many cases as high as fifteen.
Descriptions of some of them appear below, but to thoroughly satisfy yourself, take a peep at the Weitzenkorn windows—seeing is
believing, you know.

$10.00 and $12.00

$ 6.66 !

They Are Useful to Owners of Small
Plots of Lands.
The sketch was made from a Bed
Astrakhan tree set two years before.
This was only one of a hundred simi
lar trees of the same variety planted
by George T. Powell of Columbia coun
ty, N. Y., who has taken up the culture
of dw arf apples. These Astrakhans
were propagated on Paradise stocks,
which make trees that if pruned prop
erly never grow more than eight to ten
feet high. They can be planted ten
feet apart each way and when a few
years old will bear a bushel to a barrel
each.
The owner of a small lot who wishes
to have several varieties of fruit and

General Clearance of 111 SUMMER GOODS.
Here Are the Suits th a t will M ake a Loud and Satisfactory
Report.
$10.00 light brown and tan overplaid, with a touch of green, in all-wool
cheviots, made with hand-padded shoulders, hand felled collar, stiff fronts, boxy
broad backs, with vents in coats, both single and double-breasted, all sizes, - $ 6.66
$12 00 greenish gray all wool cassimere, in all over mix* d effects, single
breasted coats as well as double, all made with band padded broad shoulders, hand
felled collars, hand made buttonholes, trousers cut both conservative and peg top,
.
.
guaranteed $12.00 S u i t s ............................
$ 6.66
$10.00 pepper and salt effects in all wool cheviots, absolutely fast colors,
iu single breasted coats, all made with band-padded shoulders and non-breakable
fronts, guaranteed $10.00 Suits
............................ ....
$ 6.66
$12 00 all wool and worsted Milan gray, beautiful overplaids, suitable, for
both young and middle-aged tastes, coats cut both single and double-breasted, all
made with hand-padded shoulders, hand felled collars and non-breakable stiff
fronts, trousers cut both conservative and peg tops; lining used is the best
“ Princess” serge. Guaranteed $12,00 Suits at - - - - - - - - - - $12.00 Quaker gray mixtures, the new summer shades, as worn so exten
sively by the best dressers, coats cut single-breasted, with long, wide lapels, all
cut full and boxy with broad hand-felled collars, and some with hand made button
holes, trousqrs cut both conservative and peg top style. Guaranteed $12.00 Suits $ 6 .6 6

DW ARF A P P L E TREES.

will give the trees good culture will
find both pleasure and profit in dwarfs.
In a commercial way the apples on
Paradise stocks have not been grown
extensively enough to test them. I t is
generally considered that they require
too much care to be profitable when
grown on a large scale. Some leading
fruit growers believe, however, that
the Doucin stock has great commercial
possibilities. It makes treefe eighteen to
twenty feet high. They can be set from
a rod to twenty feet apart each way
and. can be given the best of attention
owing to their moderate size.

around the wing or under the wing,
bring it through the holes and tie se
Renewing Fenceposts.
curely. Theturkey cannot fly with
Do not throw away old fenceposts
this on, for she cannot raise her wings,
8s she is obliged to in flying. The cut just because the ends in the ground
gives an idea of how it is made and have rotted away. You can patch these
attached. The strings should not be out and the posts will last as long as
tied so tightly as to injure the wing, new ones. Take a piece of an ordinary
but tight enough to stay on. The de post two feet long and smooth down
vice cannot be used during the breed one end with an ax so as to fit on to
ing season, as it will prevent the tu r the end of the post, which should
likewise be smoothed down. Now get
keys from mating.
a half dozen spikes and nail the piece
to the post Reverse the post leaving
Lame Pigs.
Young pigs confined in a floored pen the patched end at the top.
sometimes become lame. It is advisa
One Man Spraying.
ble to turn the pigs out and let them
For an area of less than one acre a
have an opportunity to take proper ex
ercise and enjoy natural conditions as small compressed air or knapsack
nearly as possible. It is the plank sprayer will be very satisfactory..
floor that causes soreness and lame Where fruits as well as potatoes are to
ness. If the pigs have access to good be sprayed the barrel spray pump out
pasture they may be fed on corn fit will be most economical. By mount
alone, but if confined in a small lot ing the barrel on a one-horse two
they should be supplied with food wheeled c a rt at the rear of which a
th at contains more bone making con three-quarter inch pipe of sufficient
stituents than is supplied by com, such length to cover four rows and provided
as wheat bran, oats, middlings, col- with nozzles is attached, one man can
do the spraying unassisted.
lards, etc.

-'

THE O PEN IN G G UN W ILL BE FIRED SATURDAY, JU N E 2 7 , A N D CONTINUE
W ITH ITS BOOMING OF BARGAINS THROUGHOUT JULY.

DWARF APPLE TREES.

The Fruit Patch.
The government horticulturist says
many persons with small lots may
plant what are known as dw arf fruit
trees. In proportion to size dwarf
trees are more fruitful than “stand
ards.” They come into bearing sooner
and are therefore of special value for
use in limited inclosures or fruit gar
dens. Besides the advantage of dwarf
ing, grafting may be turned to good
account, enabling the owner of trees
to increase his variety of fruits. Sin
gle trees have been made to bear as
many as 150 varieties of apples.
If you set out a fruit garden, take ad
vantage of the space under and be
tween the trees by planting strawber
ries, blackberries, raspberries, cur
rants or some other small fru it Vege
tables may also be planted about the
trees.

S A L E

S T Y L IS H S H O E S
That F it the Feet !
WITH A REGARD OF GIVING
GOOD WEAR, our shoes are made
by the leading shoe manufacturers
of the country, and if they do not
wear satisfactory a new pair goes
for nothing. It is our aim to please
in styles, quality and price. See
how we have succeeded by inspect
ing our stock and informing your
self of our prices.

----- U S E

C U L B E R T ’S

-----

DIARRHOEA MIXTURE
Will cure your Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, and all bowel troubles.

Best Tooth Powder, 10 Cents a Box.

:

Corn Cure, 10 Cents a Bottle.

FINE BOX PAPER ALWAYS ON HAND AT

»

CULBERT’S DRUG STORE,
C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA .

Don’t fail to look
at our
Ladies’ $2.00 Shoes in vici kid,
Box Calf and Colt Skin. Ladies’
$1.50 Shoes in vici kid acd Box Calf.
Ladies’ Warm Lined Shoes, 85 cts.
and upwards.
Children’s Heavy School Shoes,
85c., $1.00 and $1.25.
Men’s $1.50 and $2.00 Shoes in
S^tin Calf and Box Calf.
Boys’ $1.50 and $2.00 Shoes in
Box Calf, Gun Metal and Colt Skin.
Little Boys’ $1.00 Shoes in Satin
Calf and Box Calf.
A full line of Warm Lined
and Rubbers of all kinds.

C O L L E G E V IL L E

M â le and granite Works,
H. L. SAYLOR, Prop.
All kinds of Cemetery Work In Plain
and Artistic Designs. All Work guar
anteed. Estimates furnished.

M ain S t. Collegeville.

T he IN D E P E N D E N T is a first-class advertii
Sole A gents for R alston H ealth Shoes
ing m edium in th e m iddle section of Montgomei
141 HIG H S T R E E T , county. I f you h ave anyth in g to sell—no matte
PO TTSTOW N.
w h atr-it w ill pay you to advertise in this paper.
j g f ” LEADERS IN FOOTWEAR. «=^1

WEITZENKORN’S

